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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of tfiis phenomenologicd study is to describe the Iived experience of 

Aboriginal women who have accessed what is considered to be culturally sensitive 

hedth care from an agency that is situated to provide such a service. The trend towards 

providing culturally sensitive care is picking up momentum in our muiticultural society. 

What that term actually means is not clear to me, especially in the context of Aboriginal 

culture. Many factors influence who an individual becomes throughout her life. For 

aboriginal women, the impact of history, European contact, and oppression p l a y  an 

imrneasurable part. Providing culturally sensitive care, then, must take into account al1 

these factors if one is truiy going to meet the needs of this specific population. The 

problem lies in the fact that much of the research done on Aboriginal groups relies on the 

traditional sterotypes of North American Indian groups as studied by anthropologists in 

the past. The perspectives of today's Aboriginal peoples are only rarely considered. My 

study hopes to address this problem. Just what is relevant for Aboriginal women seeking 

health care and what is their experience of that? 

Background to the Study 

Circle the Wagons 

There it is again, the circle, that goddamned circle, as ifwe thought in circles, 
jzrdged things on the merit of their circularity, as if al1 we ate was bologna and bannock, 
drank Tetley tea, so many times 'we are' the circle, the medicine wheel. the muon, the 
worn b, and sacred hoops, you 'd think we were one big tribe, is there nothing more than 
the circk in the deep structure of native lirerature? Are my eyes circles yet? Yet l feel 



compelled tu incorporate sornething circular inro the rexf, plot, or narrative structure 
bccause if it 's linear then rhat pro vcs rhut ISn a ghost and rhat native culture reaiiy  US 
vanished and whor is ail thisjius about appropriation anyway ? Are my eyes ruund yet ? 
Thcre are rimes when I feel that i / l  don? have a circle or the number four or Zcgend in 
my poerry. 1 am los& just a fading urban Mian  caught in ait the trupptngs of Doc 
Mat-ttens. cappuccinos and foreign films but there it is again orbiting, lunar. houps 
encompassing your Ihoughts and canonizing mine, rhere if is again. circle Ihc wago m.... 
(Dumont. 1995) 

This piece o f  writing is from a book o f  poetry written by a Metis woman named 

Marilyn Dumont. When 1 first read this piece I was thunderstruck- Yes! 1 thought. I 

understand her ideas. 1 have struggled with my own identity as a Metis woman. I know 

that at tintes 1 have felt like a lost sou1 when 1 compared myself to the character traits 

identified as k i n g  [ndian in some piece o f  academic or journalistic writing. How much 

of an Indian am I? How much are any o f  us? On the continuum of  skin tone, is there noi 

a corresponding assimilation scale as wei l? 

When 1 read the words o f  writers such as Ms. Dumont. expressing the sentiments 

of Aboriginal women across this country I respond at an emotional level. 1 long to hear 

trutlis from their lips telling me what it is tmly like for them. living in this country as wc 

turn to a new millenium. What is the reality of trying to ti t  into a "traditional" stereotype 

hrgcd at the hands of welt intentioned scholars and historians? 

For me, to feel is to learn. T o  feel is to know. My questions corne from an 

cmotional place. The words o f  the literary artists such as Dumont. describing the lives of 

Aboriginal women in North America. help me to cornpletc the picture. These words 

complctc the circle o f  knowledge that the statisticians and rcsearchers have attempted to 

cxarninc. I t  is not enough to simply complete a "study" on this group o f  people. lt is not 
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enough to slide into a cornmunity, ask questions, observe. reflect and then slip out as 

grotesquely objective as upon entering. It is not enough to publish al1 that is written 

down in the field notes without trying to level the field. These subjects are people. N = 

Mary, Joanne, and Lois. The methodotogy leaves its mark on their faces and the analysis 

is more than just a publishable article, it is a history of  living. 

Personal Journey / My Situatedness 

My experience as an Aboriginal woman working as a nurse in Aboriginal 

communities has leti me with sorne questions regarding the research done on and in 

Aboriginal comrnunities. There is an eagemess for the nursing profession to leam about 

Aboriginal peoples, but there is a reluctance for me to share what I know. I t  has 

something to do with my own issues of identity and something to do with trust. How 

much can 1 share and be sure that it will not be exploited? What can 1 Say that will make 

these nurses feel what 1 feel? How can I convey what is to be an Aboriginal woman in 

Canada? How will the exchange of knowledge influence the kind of  care that is given 

and received? 1 believe that my task is to carry out my research in a way that will be truc 

to the realities of "Indiamess" in today's world, and to the emotional lives of the women 

whom I interview. 1 must try to make others feel what 1 feel. 

1 must articulate my own joumey in this research process as it has changed the 

very nature of  rny perpectives on my nursing practice and my feelings about myself as an 

A boriginal woman. I began the Masters program not having a clear idea of what my 

thesis project would be, but 1 did know that I wanted to do something related to 
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Aboriginal women. When 1 began the Masten program 1 had not yet had any children. 

Over the next few years 1 worked through my required courses part time while having 

two beautifid baby boys. No one ever tells you how rnuch having children will change 

your life, but OF course my boys changed mine. It became important For me to know who 

1 was and to be cornfortable with that for my sons. [ needed to be okay with answering 

questions about something as simple as choosing their names to thinking through the 

painful experiences of my past that they may ask about someday. 

1 recall being in one of my classes where the dynarnics arnong the students had 

taken a turn towards k i n g  tense. For many reasons it was suggested that we hold a 

healinghalking circle. As 1 sat listening to the other students speak, 1 began to wonder 

what I could share that would fit with the group. My turn came and I bcgan speaking 

about how 1 fett being one of  the few Aboriginai women in the course and of  feeIing the 

pressure to "explain" things from an Aboriginal perspective. 1 began babbling about 

being native and before 1 realized it 1 was relating a story about a friend of  mine who had 

a child with a white man and whose daughier \vas now in school. The daughter was very 

fair skinned and very em barrassed about her mom and refused to allow her 10 attend her 

school functions. 1 started to cry and 1 expresscd my own fear of  this same thing 

happening to me. How could 1 bear to have rny own sons be embarrassed about me? 1 

did not realize until that time how afraid I was of this situation. When 1 got home that 

evening 1 talked at great length about the issue with my non-native partner. I began to 

think about what k i n g  native mcant to mc and how to g o  about defining myself. 1 

imagined myself trying to explain my ancestry to my sons in terms that they could 



understand. References to  "cowboys and Indians" kept coming up. I realized that I did 

not tmly know myself what it meant to me to be native in this wortd at this time. 

One of the elective courses that 1 took was about native women's autobiographies, 

Our major assignment was an autobiography of ourselves. I couldn't imagine a more 

daunting task. The whole idea o f  writing about me and my life was foreign to me. The 

instructor did not simply want a chronology, but an indepth look at some aspect of our 

life that was important to us. I finally settled on my struggle with my identity and al1 the 

issues involved in that. 

For me, this assignment was the pivotal point in my masters prograrn. 1 now 

knew what 1 wanted to study for my thesis. If my struggle with my identity was so real 

for me and influenced how and what 1 did in my life, could it not be so for other wornen? 

Or were things so clear for women raised with definite cultural boundaries that there was 

no struggle? Where on  the continuum of  native-ness did women see themselves and did 

that influence their decisions for living? 

Since I worked at a health center that professed to provide care for the women o t  

the community in a way that met their cultural needs I was curious about how reai this 

was for women. Was it an identifiable factor in their decision making, or  did it just fit 

into the subconscious context o f  their daily life? 

From a persona1 standpoint. I need to identim that 1 am motivated by rny own 

quest for answers. I have a pre-existing perspective o f  seeing culture as existing on a 

continuum. influenced by the dominant society and shaped by our personai experiences 

with life, The idea that "an Indian is an lndian is an Indian" is  just not true. Just what we 



are I am not sure either, but for a start, 1 wouId like to know how we work with this 

concept in Our nursing practice and how it plays out for individual Aboriginal women. 

Issues and Assumptions Embedded in the Study 

Race 

The issue o f  race is inherently linked to any study where ethnicity and/or culture 

are key factors. Why must we acknowledge that there are differences? Can't we just al1 

be the same? This question in itself speaks volumes. The sarne. What same? How are 

we to decide the standard o f  sameness? Should we al1 become the sarne as the ideal 

white Angio protestant male? Or should we follow the behavior rules of some other 

culture? lnevitably when this question is asked, it is k i n g  asked by someone lied to ttic 

dominant culture, who sees things through an Euro-centric Icns. it is an inconvenience 

for people to adapt to others. I t  is an annoyance to tolerate differences, especially ifthey 

cut into the establishment. The dominant culture makes 

difficult to adapt to new situations. 

In Canada we have a history of attempted assimi 

the rules and these rules are very 

ation o f  Aboriginal peoples into 

the dominant European culture. That has fomed  the basis for attitudes and rclationships 

between " them and us". Aboriginal people in this country have been oppressed. The 

Iegacy of that oppression is obvious in the socioeconomic. health, and education status of 

native peoples across this country. So it is inevitable that race becomes a factor in 

interactions betwcen a health care practitioner and a client. 

At Tsewutun Health Center. when I began, 1 used to hear lots of  complaints "jus1 
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between you an me" about "those white nurses". It was important for some o f  the women 

that 1 met chat I was Native and they often would not remember rny name but would ask 

at the front desk to see that "Native nurse." Even though 1 was not from the community. 

nor did I have any real knowledge about the Coast Salish culture. my physicaI appcarance 

was important. 1 was Native and along with that went the assumptions that I knew what 

i t  was Iike to be a Native wornan. In fact, I did know what it was like to be me as a 

Native woman. I know about the taunting and ridicule about dirty Indians. 1 knew that I 

was ashamed at  times in my Me ta speak about my ancestry. I knew that generally being 

Native in Canada was equivalent to k i n g  on about the lowest rung o n  the ethnicity scale. 

I didn't specifically know what it was like to be a Coast Salish woman living o n  

Vancouver Island- Nor did I know anything about the ceremonial culture that many 

women practiced. Nor about growing up on an urban reserve. No, there werc many 

things i did not know. But I was still accepted as being "one of us". 

There is a solidarity that exists among Aboriginal people in ihis country. If you 

identify with the tag at al\. there is always some force that will acknowfedge your 

Indianness in an inclusive way. By this 1 mean. my acceptance in the cornmunity. An 

cxampie is the way eye contact is made when 1 sec anothcr Native person in a maIl or on 

the street. Even if we do  not know each other, there is always a look and a subtlc nod or  

srnile. I t  is a howing.  A respect for the perceived solidarity that we share. This. of 

course has only k e n  made available to me since 1 have becorne cornfortable with who I 

am. 'I'hcrc was a time when 1 would cross a street just to avoid waIking by someone that 1 

identified as Native. If l could not avoid the close proximity, I would not in any way 



look at them. or acknowledge h e m -  This illustrates that it is jusi not race itself that 

influences the living culture but the perception of  self and attachment to the values o f  that 

speci fic race or  ethnicity. 

I also believe that people are inherently racialist. By this I mean that al1 people 

have an awareness of race on a very subconscious Icvel. This is not necessarily a negative 

thing. but i t  is a reality that people see things through their own lens and that the lens o f  

the dominant culture is invisible but very powerful. This does not mean that people can 

not be empathetic to others nor try to Learn about the ways of  other cultures. I just believe 

that until we are confronted with something that challenges Our way of knowing, we do 

not even realize that we may be ethnocentric, and ultimately racist to some degree. 

T r a m  fer 

Transfer is the term that is k i n g  used to name the current initiatives by the federal 

goverrunent to transfer the control and administration o f  health care services from the 

fcderal government to First Nations' community control. There are many issues 

involved in this but one of relevance for rny research is the premise that culturally 

sensitive carc will be enhanced when transfer is complete. Tsewultun Hcalth Center has 

been a transfered Band for ten years. The mission statement says that the health center 

'~rornores a srrung healthy communiry. in [he spirit of CO-operarion. from the wisdom of 

our Elder's we will put into praclise traclilionul und non-rraditionul wuys ro uchieve an 

cmorÏonal spÏrilrcol. mental and physicd well heing. " This statement im pl ies that weight 

will be given to the traditional culture that exists in the community in a way that will 



foster positive growth. 

There is also a belief, real or perceiveci, within the transfer movement generally 

that Aboriginal nurses are the more appropriate peuple to provide health services to 

Aboriginal communities. This may be for several reasons: they provide positive role 

rnodelling, they have an inherent understanding of the situations that exist on 

reserves/communitites, they are less threatening to the people of the communities and 

may break down barriers that inhibit access to health services, and they may be able to 

provide culturally sensitive care (Health Canada, 199 1 ). All of these reasons seem valid, 

and completely Iogical. My question here is, what about the individua1 differences 

among Aboriginal nurses? Consider the assimilation continuum that was mentioned 

earlier. and depending on where one is situated on that. the culturally sensitive nursing 

carc provided might look very different. 

With this trend in First Nations health care, my concern is that there rnay be a 

misconception that d o n g  with an ethnicity cornes a cornpetence that is assumed- It is 

important for First Nations communities to control their own health care services, but I do  

not think that the mandate to hire Aboriginal nurses inherently guarantees successful 

irnpiementation of care that is culturally sensitive. Dcspite this nagging question that 1 

have about the culturally sensitive aspects of  care, 1 d o  lean towards the belief that Native 

nurses are better suited to work in First Nations communities, if only for the purpose o f  

breaking down barriers at the first contact, My experience showed me that even though 

mcmbcrs of the community did not know me, when they saw rny face, they were 

immcdiately responsive to my interaction. Most of the people 1 meet for the first time 



want to know where I am from and what family I may or may not be related to. This 

crucial first impression breaks the ice. but after that it is up  to m e  and my skill as a 

practi tioner to continue that relationship. 

Cul[ ure 

The Iast issue that I want to mention as being embedded in this study is that of 

culture. There is no one satisfaetory definition of  the word. 1 have an abstract sense o f  

what this concept means for me. What I need to express here are some of  my thoughts 

about this issue. 

I distinguish between what 1 cal1 ceremonial culture and the cutture o f  our daily 

living. When 1 think o f  ceremonial culture, I think o f  ritual, ceremony, traditions etc. For 

the Cowichan people ceremonial culture revolves around the winter season and the Long 

I-iouse tradition. Families are shifted, jobs are put aside. an economy of trade, service. 

and money appears. 1 don't feel c o m p t e n t  to describe or  even comment on the 

significance of this specific ceremonial culture. The longer I work at  Tscwultun the more 

1 lcam about it, albeit on  a very superficial level. My instincts are to respectfully declinc 

frorn discussing o r  questioning the ways o f  the winter. My sense of the culture is that the 

Cowichan are very protective about their ways. For my nursing care, 1 need not know the 

ins and outs o f  the rituals, but I should know something o f  the impact on  daily living that 

h c y  may engender. 

The culture o f  daily living is the culture that 1 concem myself with as a nursc. For 

riil: this encompasses how and where a person [ives. Are they in town? On reçerve? Do 
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they have physical access to service? Do they work? What is their income level? Single 

parent farnily? Number of children? Ability to interact with the dominant society? 

Support systems? Education level? Resources? Beliefs that affect their wel lness patterns? 

Diet and food sources? Parenting methods and beliefs? Sense of self esteem and their 

place in the world. etc. t beiieve that the determinants o f  health are very relevant when 

providing care for any oppressed group and they mirror, if not define, much of  the daily 

culture of living and surviving. 

So how does al1 this information about my situatedness, my perception of  culture 

and rny assumptions fit together to form a research question? By first defining and 

sorting through what i believe, what I know and how 1 kel, 1 can then try to identify what 

others may feel and think through what they tell mc in their interviews. The concept that 

l am attempting to investigate. through the eyes of community women, are embcdded 

with al1 the issues t have identified. 1 want to know if these issues are also real for the 

women in the study and if this concept of "culturally sensitive care" has any mcaning at 

al1 for cornmunity members. How is it played out in real life? To what degree do  

Aboriginal women perceive this concept as important? Are they more concerned about 

comfort and survival and getting what they need? In this study, my research question is: 

What  i s  the actual lived experience o f  aboriginal women who have receivcd what is 

considered to be culturally sensitive care? 



CHAPTER 2 

THE CONTEXT OF ABORIGINAL WOMEN'S HEALTH 

In this chapter 1 will look at the context of Aboriginal women's health by 

exploring the current literature in five key topic areas: culture, Aboriginal culture 

specifically, health status, the health care system, and the meanings of cultural care. 

Although this may seem like an abundance of subject matter to cover, 1 emphasize that 1 

do not intend to explore each of these topics in depth, but t o  enlist each of  these areas to 

set the current milieu and context within which Aboriginal wornen exist and have k e n  

studied to date- 



Culture 

moving camp too far ( d a  northsun, 1986) 

i can't speak o f  
many moons 
moving camp on travois 

i can't tell o f  
the Iast great battle 
counting coup or  
taking scalps 

i don't know what it 
was to hunt buffalo 
or  do  the ghost dance 

but 
i can see an eagle 

almost extinct 
on slurpee plastic cups 

i can travel to powwows 
in carnpers & winnebagos 

i can eat buffalo meat 
at the tourist burger stand 

i can dance to indian music 
rock-n-roll hey-a-hey-O 

i can 
& unfortunately 
i do. 

In Canada, we livc in a multicultural society. The expression o f  those cultures 

within an individual can Vary widely between racial groups and even within racial groups. 

In t h e  poern presented, the reality of the author's experience of  her culture is described. 

I t  is n o t  what sterotypes might lead one to believe. In the foliowing discussion of  the 

con tex t  o f  Aboriginal women's health. 1 will talk about this issue of culture and i ts 

influences. How culture actually rnanifests itself within people is imperative to consider 
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if we are hoping to be able to adapt our nuning practices to meet the needs of our clients. 

I t  is important that we recognize the impact o f  culture on the relationships in health care, 

but also the diversity among cultures and the societal influences that may change our 

expectations. The following discussion is a review of  some of  the concepts of  culture and 

Aboriginal culture that 1 have found in the literature and through critical examination o f  

myscl f. 

Culture, in itself, is very dificult to define, and there are as many definitions in 

the scholarly joumals as there are questions about it. lnstead o f  one set definition, below 

I have inciuded defining terms from several journal sources that 1 find applicable and 

thought provoking. 

Culture is more than the sum of its parts ( Willms, et al.. 1992) and should not be 

defined as simpIy a specific race, religion or color ( Habayeb, 1995). Madeline Leinenger 

says that culture refers to "the learned, shared, and transmitted values, k l ie fs ,  n o m s  and 

lifeways of a particular group that guides their thinking, decisions, and actions in 

patierned ways" (1  99 1 ,  p. 47). Davis talks about the term "ethnic identity" as being the 

important critenon. She offers the definition used by P h i ~ e y  (found in Davis, 1996 p. 

2 1 ) as "an individual's sense of self as a rnember o f  an ethnic group and the attitudes and 

behaviours associated with that sense". She goes on to Say that ethnic identity ihen is 

cornposed of values, ôeliefs. and culture and the importance of  these eiements to the 

population possessing them (Davis, 1996)- 

In my view, culture is not so much a definable terrn as it is a feeling. 1 tend to 

lavour Davis's use of the words ethnic identity because it implies a choice. Although it 



may not be a conscious choice, or one that is even possible. her definition allows 

diversity to exist even arnong genetically defined racial groups. 1 feel close to members 

of the Aboriginal population not only because there are simiiar values, beliefs and 

experiences in our backgrounds, but also because 1 have chosen to follow a path to 

connect with my roots. I f  1 had chosen a path that followed the values of the dominant 

socicty and suddenly 1 was thnist into the role of "Indian" as defined by generaiized and 

historicat cultural characteristics of rny genetic ancestry, I would be as lost as those who 

are ihmst the other way. It is a sense of belonging. It is a sense of knowing inherenily on 

the inside, who you are, or at the very l e s t  struggling to find that knowledge. It is a tacit 

understanding and it becomes apparent only when you are faced with beliefs, values or 

n o m s  that are different from your own. 

Aboriginal Culture 

As an Aboriginal woman, 1 am aware of my differences that exist in the face of 

the mainstream society. My reality is however, that I have grown up and been 

encouraged to assimilate with the mainstrearn in order to blend in and achieve. Just how 

this ideology has influenced my experience o f  k i n g  an Aboriginal woman is of  great 

intercst to me. What forces exist that influence that experience for others? What is 

"traditional culture", and how does Our idea o f  this phenornenon influence our 

undcrsiand i ng of health care interactions? 

Traditional systems of North Amencan Aboriginal people have been studied at 

length. There is general agreement in the research that indicates chat illness and disease 
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are perceived as  a result of imbalance or dishamony within the individual and the world 

(both the physical and spiritual world) around them. Wellness is perceived as achieving 

a state of balance among the physical, emotional, intellectual and the spiritual aspects of  

self. When this balance is disrupted, iilness results (Dempsey & Gesse, 1 995; Go forth 

Parker, 1 994; Huttlinger K., 1 989; Huttlinger & Tanner, 1 994; Klyde, 1 994; Sanchez, 

PIawecki, & Plawecki, 1996; Stickland, 1996; Turton, 1997 ). This imbalance may be 

the result of physical, psychological. or societal stressors. Given the history of 

oppression of Aboriginal people in North Amenca and their resulting marginalization it 

follows that there has been ample opportunity for these imbalances to occur. The report 

of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal peoples (1  996) sumrnarizes the native concept of 

liealth as: 

holistic because it integrates and gives equal emphasis to the physical, spiritual, 
mental and emotional aspects of the person. The circle is used to represent the 
inseparability of the individual, family, community and world ... The circie (or 
wheel) embodies the notion of health as hamony or  balance in all aspects of  
one's life ...[ human beings] must be in balance with their physical and social 
cnvironments ... in order to live and grow. Imbalance can threaten the conditions 
that enabie each person to reach his o r  her hl1 potential as a human being (p.205). 

Aboriginal women have a special role among the health and healing lore of 

traditional society. Wornen are perceived as the "camers of nations ..." (Absolon, 

fierbcrt. & MacDonald, 1996) among their own people and thus have an esteerned 

cultural position. Women's roles in the birth, care and nurturing of children and families 

remain soiid arnidst the powerlessness of poverty, and the stresses of modem society. 

ln the Royal Commission (1996) report, there is an excerpt of two women 



speaking about the way they knew women's roles to be in the past, in a less tainted 

version of native society. One woman says: "Woman h m  had a tradirional roie US 

Centre. maintaining the /ire - ~ h e  fire which is a! fhe cenrre of our beiief: She is the 

keeper of the cuiiure. She h m  been able to play ~hut role even in a home divided ..... " 

The other woman replies, "-...AI the beginning, when the 'orhers'firsr came here, we held 

our righrful posi~ions in our societies. and held ~ h e  respect due us by the men. becausr 

[ha[% rhe way rhings were rhen. when we were following our ways. Ar ~hat rime. rhe 

European woman was considered an appendage IO her husband. his possession. Conracr 

wii h r har.. . and the imposirion of his ways on our people, resulted in our being assimiiaf ed 

inro (hose ways. We forgo[ our women's responsibilities and the men forgo/ rheirs. " 

(Royal Commission, I996, p. 19) 

The way the Aboriginal women of the p s t  are described sounds almost idyllic. 

Regardless of whether or not the roles were actually as idyllic as they sound, there is a 

history among Aboriginal women of the losses they have suffered houghout  the years of 

colonization. Many changes have occured in the wake of European contact. Historically, 

womcn in traditional societies were never portrayed as mindless, simple or oppressed. 

The power of their femininity was not questioned or undennined. There was a distinct 

rolc for the skills and nature of  k i n g  a woman. In European history, women are often 

portrayed as the weaker sex, and of  little value other than to procreate. The Christian 

religions promote the Madonna image of women as one to be aspired to, incorporating 

silence and obedience to the male counterpart. These new European values were 

imposed and made to appear superïor to traditional ones. The patriarchal nature of the 
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European society k i n g  transposed on Aboriginal women created a disparity o f  c u l t u ~ l  

definitions that has lefi confusion for the many generations of Aboriginal women who 

were once worthy and productive partners. Abonginal women in today's society have 

experienced many losses and are stmggling to find meaning in their existence and repair 

darnage done to their se1 f esteem. 

The impact o f  residential school fundamentall y changed the parenting role and 

stripped them of  the familial ties that were responsible for imparting knowledge and 

tradition. G o v e m e n t  disen franchisement rneant that many women were stnpped of 

their Indian identity when they becarne involved with non-lndian men, only to be left to 

survive on their own when their men decided they had had enough of  thern. This often 

resulted in loss of  land, family ties and the rights granted through the Treaty process. 

With the creation o f  Bill C-3 1,  the govemment attempted to return Indian status to those 

women who had unfairly lost it in the past, This too, created trouble o f  its own when 

these women attempted to return to their communities. The cornpetition for resources 

and the perpetuation o f  past hurts onty added to the sense of alienation for many of these 

women. 

Abonginal women have endured enormous impacts and assaults on  their 

personhood. The modem context of sexuality as dirty and menstruation as something to 

be asharned about has influenced how women generally have k e n  marginalized in 

society. Aboriginal women as a disenfmchised minority are even more vulnerable as a 

population. Women are now ofien seen stmggling with systemic and familial abuse, 

poverty, substance abuse, single parenthood and the racist attitudes From the outside 



world. 

Among the many changes Aboriginal women have endured, the impact of  

urbanization rnerits a short discussion. To the uninformed public, Indians are a group o f  

people who reside on reserves created by the federal government. This statement is no 

longer true, and the fact is that almost half of  the Aboriginal people in Canada live in 

cities and towns (Royal Commission. 1996). Historically, Indians did indeed live in the 

rural areas o f  the country, on parcels of land defined for them by the government o f  

Canada as a means to keep Jndians in theirplace. But in the last fifty years the migration 

from the reserve to the city by young Aboriginal people has been steady. It is  a common 

perception that Aboriginal culture is incompatible with the demands o f  industrialized 

urban society and that in order to succeed in the city Aboriginal people must abandon 

their cultural identity (Royal Commission, 1996). Findings o f  the Royal Commission 

contradict the idea that Aboriginal people consider their culture irrelevant in the city, and 

thcy emphasize that in order to cope with the urban milieu support for maintaining their 

identity is essential. Whenever that support is absent. the urban experience is profoundly 

unhappy for Aboriginal people (Royal Commission, 1996). It is interesting to note that 

Stickland et al. (1996) reported that "many indian people believe that the basis o f  illness 

is a loss o f  one's sense of  self and identity. and therefore prevention is directed toward 

strengthening the identity." (p. 147). 

In the city, there are not usuall y the extended cultural networks of  the home that 

one might have lefi behind. In addition. the values of  the dominant society press heavily 

on the cultural boundaries of the minority individual potentially resulting in a cultural 



collision leading to identity confusion (Royal Commission, 1996). Adaptations to thiç 

run the gamut from maintenance o f  a strong cultural identity to assimilation into the 

dominant culture and turning away frorn old belief systerns. Some Aboriginal people 

remain trapped between the two worlds, unable to find a place that suits them while 

others are able to blend aspects o f  both cultures and become bicultural (RoyaI 

Commission, 1996). 

The culture shock for some results from the stress o f  an unwelcorning city, 

confusion, experiences of  racism and inability to find employrnent. The view o f  self that 

gets reflected back invariably impacts the sense of self worth and identity (Royal 

Commission, 1996). The institutions of  the city are often incompatible with Aboriginal 

cultural values. The welfare system, for example, has substituted institutional 

dependency for reliance on extended family . Urban schools lack opportunity for 

l e m i n g  native languages and d o  not include cumcula that accurately portray Aboriginal 

history (Royal Commission, 1 996). 

Whatever the case, it is evident that the notion o f  Indians being encapsulated 

wiihin a static culture exhibiting specific cultural characteristics is erroneous. What is 

more likcly is the lndian person struggling to make sense o f  a world where traditional 

values, irnbedded deep within them, are in conflict with the world around them. 

Socioeconomic status, societal pressures, iack of  self worth, desire to be accepted and 

identity confusion al1 influence the traditional world view. Societal forces must be 

acknowledged as a major influence on  the behaviours of al1 people and groups over the 

course of tirne. Hatton (1 994) talks about contemporary health beliefs and practices 



among older urban Indians. She says that these beliefs 

reflect a Iifetime of interactions within a context of particularly relevant factors. 

Fi rst, as a consequence of historicalfactors, incl uding adversity and the unt imel y 

deaths of  significant others, these individuals ofien lost those who were the 

bearers of traditions and the teachers of traditional health beliefs and practices. 

Second, polirical factors as cxemplified by a wardship status and consequent 

educational and health experiences, create settings in which thesc individuals 

have repeatedly received biomedical treatments. Third. geographical facfors 

have relevance for the increasing accessibility of biomedical and commercial 

health care options and the decreasing accessibility o f  traditional options. Fourth, 

.socioculrural factors, including a lifetime of  interactions with health care 

providers, friends and family in an urbanized, rnulticultural community, have 

consequences for how these older adults construct their ideas of health and 

manage their health problems. (p.40 1 ) 

Dutton ( 1983) summarizes this whole idea of the impact of the larger society on  a 

minority group by saying: 

It  should be remembered that any Indian group, or even an lndian family , is now 

in a transitional stage. They are tom between their own ancient standards and 

those that are k i n g  urged or  tiuust upon them by those of non-Indian culture. (p. 

12) 



This last statement very clearly States what I believe to be true. There is no pure 

traditional culture any longer. People exist in a milieu of many other people. Media and 

technology change the way we communicate and go about Our daily lives. We must 

recognize this fact in any interaction with people where culture is an issue. Canada's 

Aboriginal women are no different. There are common cultural and historical issues but 

there are also modem influences that frame our survival. 

Health Status 

Just what does survival look like for the rnajority of Canada's Aboriginal (includes 

registered status [ndians, unregistered or non-status Indians , Métis and Inuit) women? 

This question can be partially answered by briefly looking at some of the current 

statistics. [n Canada, the life expectancy for women in 1991 was 80.9 years, and for 

men. 74.6 as  compared with the total Aboriginal rates of 75.0 and 67.9 respectively 

(Statistics Canada, 1995). In British Columbia, the Aboriginal population is younger and 

growing faster than the rest of the province's population. Many Aboriginal wornen are 

moving into their childbearing years while the rest of BC's population is aging (McBride 

et al.. 1992; Aboriginal Health Policy Branch, 1994). The status Indian birth rate is four 

times the provincial rate (Absolon et al., 1996). With the high rates of akohol and dnig 

rclated problems in Aboriginal communities. the potential for fetal alcohol affected 

children, single parent farnilies and other social problems is apparent. 

The infant mortality rate for Aboriginal people is twice that of the rest of the 

population. (Aboriginal Health Policy Branch, 1994). Specific cancers such as cervical. 
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gallbladder and stomach cancers have elevated mortality rates, up to four to six times 

higher in Abonginai women than non-aboriginal women (McBride, 1992). One out o f  

every three Aboriginal women is abuscd by her partner as compared to one out o f  ten 

provincially and one out of  eight in Canada (Aboriginal Health Policy Branch, 1 994). 

Suicide rates among Aboriginal women are more than double the average for Canadian 

womcn (McBride et  al., 1992). The incidence o f  disease such as tuberculosis, diabetes, 

AIDS and HIV continue to be a rising concem for the Aboriginal community (Aboriginal 

Health Policy Branch, 1994). 

The following is a bnef list of  some of the social trends that drastically influence 

the hcalth status o f  Aboriginal women. Although these corne €rom a national source, 

these are readily observable in the wornen that [ see in rny workplace (Statistics Canada. 

*Aborigina[ women have higher fertility rates than non-Aboriginal women. One 
resuit of this is that they tend to have more children living at home than other women. In 
199 1 .  there were 42 14 children per 1000 ever mamed women with multiple Aboriginal 
origins compared to 2399 per 1 000 non-Aboriginal women. Among two spouse families 
23% of Aboriginal women had three o r  more children. compared with 14% of  non- 
A boriginal women. 

*Aboriginal women tend to have iess forma1 education than other women in 
Canada. Less than half as many Aboriginal women compared 10 non-Aboriginal women 
have a university degree. At the sarne time, Aboriginal wornen are more likeIy than other 
women to have less than a high school diploma. In 199 1,6% o f  Aboriginal women 15 
years and over had a university degree compared to 13% of non-Aboriginal women. 

*Aboriginal women are less likely than othcr women to be employed. ln 199 1 .  
47% of Aboriginal women were employed cornparcd with 54% of non-Aboriginal 
women. 

*As witli other wornen a large proportion of Aboriginal women have pari time 
jobs. in areas typically filled by women such as clerical. service and sales jobs. 



A borigi na1 women are 
managerial positions, 
with 15% o f  non-Ab01 

less likely than other women to be employed in professional and 
12% of  Abonginal women are in professionai positions compared 

iginal women. 

*Aboriginal wornen are more likely than other women not to participate in the 
labour force. That is, they are neither employed nor looking for work. In 199 1 ,  40% of 
Aboriginal women 1 5 - 64 years o f  age did not participate in labour force compared to 
30% of non-Aboriginal women. 

*The average employment eamings of Aboriginal women are lower than those o f  
other women in Canada. ln 1990, the average full-time full-year earning for Aboriginal 
women was $23,800, over $2000 less than their non-Aboriginal counterparts. Employed 
Aboriginal women also eamed less than Aboriginal men in al1 age groups. 

These trends illustrate the conditions for many Aboriginal women in Canada. if 

nothing else, they make the reader ask: Why? It is justifiable that one would want to 

explore the issue of culture. to see if it holds any clues or  answers that might address 

ihese staggering statistics. These social trends tell us that we must look beyond what we 

stereotypically think of as culture, beyond the ethnic food and the arts and cralis. I t  has 

been identified that a "state of  best health is not merely a function o f  personal capacity. 

but is also closely related to a whole set of personal resources" (Standing Committee o n  

I-iealth, 1995). These resources include the cultural beliefs, values and systems that 

rcinforce o r  undermine individual behaviors and choices. 

As health care providers we must look at the real issues that exist for our clients 

and confront them head on. Our caring nature must extend beyond the pat on the hand 

and reassuring looks. We are in critical positions to deeply connect with other 

individuals on a meaningful level that transcend cultural barriers and boundaries. 



The System 

Research suggests various reasons for the high incidence o f  disease and il1 health 

in the A borigind population. "Suppression of cultural traditions, language, and 

spi ri tual i ty cornbined wi th a depressed socioeconomic situation have created an apathy so 

deeply embedded in the psyche o f  Native Americans that many attempt to escape reality 

through alcohol, drugs or suicide" (Klyde, 1994. p. 70 1 ). The Canadian Nurses 

Association says that "Aboriginal health problems are rooted in the past and current 

socioeconomic conditions ... damage caused by the historical abuses of Aboriginal 

cultures .... which include suppression o f  Aboriginal spintual values, education in 

residential schools and the loss of  a hunter gatherer lifestyle ..." (Shestowsky, 1995 p. 24). 

An "idiom of loss" has been expressed by Aboriginal women in regard CO the level of' 

distress they feel ( Willms, Lange. Bayfield, Beardy, Lindsay, Cole and Johnson. 1 992). 

This sense of loss is imbedded in relations and systems of accountability, there is loss of 

moral relations with persons, with community and with the land (Willms. et al., 1992). 

Other research identifies specific barriers that exist within the health care system 

and society that may contribute to the issue of dificulty with access to good health care. 

Gurunge and Donner (1996) discuss transculturai nursing in Canada generally and 

identify several common factors among the health care experience of members of  ethnic 

minorities. Many feel they have no voice in the care process, clients may be viewed as 

unco-operative because of communication difficulties (this extends to both literacy and 

verbal communication). they may encounter discrimination and judgmental attitudes that 

make their experience less than positive, the nurse's conscious or  unconscious 
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ethnocentrism may interfere with hl1 rapport building. and differing cultural values may 

be seen as contributing to health problems or  non-compliance with prescribed treatment. 

S hestowsky ( 1 996) goes îürther to identi fL several stmctural and atti tudinal 

barriers specific to urban Aboriginal populations that also limit access: lack of 

information on availability and access to health care services. limited access to 

traditional healing systems, and the absence of translation services for AboriginaI 

languages. The issue of socioeconomic determinants of heaIth also contributes heaviIy. 

Social upheaval, drastic lifestyle changes, poverty and lower education levels are also 

identified as having a major impact on the lives and health of Aboriginal women. 

(Hatton, 1994; Lea, 1994; Sokoloski, 1995)- 

The Canadian Nurses Association reiterates these structural barriers in its 1995 

report, Healt h in Ccrnadu, Perspectives of Urban Aboriginal People. They iden t i fy 

poverty as a major contributor to the social and health problems experienced by urban 

Aboriginals. Malnutrition and poor housing are direct results of this. Complex 

restrictions and policîes related to Indian status and health care also make universal 

access ironically unattainable. The federally funded non-insured health benefits such as 

glasses and dentistry are available only to those identified as having status. Metis. Inuit 

and non-status Indians do not qualify. This ineligiblity combined with the prevalent 

depressed socioeconomic situation makes for tenuous access to what is considered a right 

for some. The CNA also identifies poor communication across cultural lines, intluenced 

by laquage and attitudinal barriers as a contributing factor. (CNA, 1995) 

There is a fundamental difference in the way in which sickness and health are 
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viewed in the traditional Aboriginal community as compared to dominant society. The 

current health care policies o f  the government contain a bias that represents health care 

seen in individual terms rather than in the context of society or as a result o f  the actions 

taken by vested interest groups such as the Canadian Medical Association. (Fridere. 

1994) This individual focus results in technical solutions to health problems being 

offcred and social, economic or political cues k i n g  ignored. (Frideres, 1994; O'Neil, 

1989) 

"Culture creates rules of behavior for its rnembers, dictating what is expected, 

encouraged or allowed." (Frideres, 1994, p.2 15). Native people whose culture is tightly 

reinforced among one another may have accepted attitudes towards illness and a strategy 

for dealing with it that are a direct result o f  how their culture defines it and the social 

pressure or support to conform to those cultural noms. (Frideres, 1994). An cxample 

might be the accepting attitude that they may adopt when they discover they have a 

medical condition that they can neither prevent nor heal. They learn to define a medical 

condition not as an illness but as a state of k i n g  and therefore require no health care 

scrviccs. They become labelled as 'non-cornpliant' by the middle class medical 

professional whom do not understand the lifestyle of their native patients Professionals 

assume perspectives on illness are the same as their own and that they have the same 

resources or access to the sarne resources (ie: economic. political, educational) (Frideres. 

1994). This of course is not tme, but is oAen the source for stereotyped impressions of 

native people k i n g  dirty or  irresponsible. 

Critical social theorists also attribute the inequities in the healthcare systern to the 
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differential in power structures. On a societal level, native people lack participation in 

the  system's decision making processes and in effecting change in health policies 

(Shestowsky, 1995). Individually, the relationship between the health care provider and 

client is inhercntly fraught with power suuggles. Ownership o f  the modem health care 

knowledge valued by society confirms the validity of the provider's words and reduces 

the power of the client's perspectives. Superimpose this power relation on an already 

disempowered group and there is a chasm created that aiienates native people further. 

The social ctass differences created by economics plays heavily into this (Lea, 1994). 

[n surnmary, given that Aboriginal cul tur~  is no longer intact in its purist form and 

given that i ts existence has been altered and influenced by the forces discussed, we must 

ask if there is still a place in which to consider culture in the process of caring for 

Aboriginal people. I t  is important to discuss what care looks like for Aboriginal women, 

given the cultural issues identified previously and the recognition o f  the need to provide 

cultural 1 y sensitive care. 

Ca rc 

Current research says that cultural ways of knowing and the values that people 

hold definitely influence they way people experience healthcare (Anderson, 1986;Crow. 

1993; Lea, t 994; Sanchez & Plawecki, 19%; Turton, 1997 ) How people perceive, 

expericnce and cope with disease is based on their explanations of sickness. or lay view 

of i l 1  health (Kleinman. 1978). Turton goes o n  further to identify i t  as a "heaith world 

vicw" (Turton, 1 997). She says that "a health world view is a cognitive orientation or  
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overall way a culture looks at health and weil-king, illness, and aspects of death ...,. this 

culturally influenced view is widely shared among memben o f  a cultural group and plays 

an enormous role in their understanding of  that world and their behaviour in it' "(Quinn & 

Holland, cited in Turton, 1997, p. 30). Based on  this research, there is arguably a n  

important role for cultural considerations in the delivery o f  care. 

Where does one  start? Health care providers ofien become confused when 

considering exactly what cultural awareness means. They may draw on their own frame 

of reference for cultural symbols and values. It is not uncommon for nurses o r  health care 

providers to believe that they really don't have a culture (Crow, 1993; Habeyeb, 1995). 

However, this statement actually demonstrates a lack o f  awareness of the forces that 

contribute to personhood. As  m e m k r s  of the dominant society, their cultural norms are 

so completely integrated into societal structure that membership in a distinct culture is 

difficult to perceive. It is only when confronted with incongruent cultural norms that 

differences among peoples becomes strikingly apparent (Lea. 1994). For members o f  

minority cultures, this difference manifests itself in a struggle to function within the 

dominant infrastmcture. This struggle rnay also reinforce doubts one rnay have about 

one's own culture, 

In a practical sense, this means that ali our interactions as professional health care 

providers are affected by both the world view o f  the patientklient and those we hold 

ourselves. This becomes strikingly clear when the cultural n o m s  of  others are violated 

cithcr outright o r  by omission. Care providers are struggling with "the idea that cultural 

ignorance or insensitivity can neutralize the positive outcomes o f  care interactions." 
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(Sanchez Plawecki & Plawecki, 1996 p. 296). They refer to this as cuifural coiiision. 

The fonnal use of the term "transcultural nursing", is attributable to the nursing 

theorist Madeline Leinenger and her Culture Care Theory. 1 am, however, using this term 

to describe the whole movement by health care providers to think about their 

clients/patients' individual needs culturally, and provide care that is congruent with that 

culture. Leinenger ( 199 1 ) describes culturally congruent nursing care as "those 

cognitively based assistive, supportive, facilitative or enabling acts or decisions that are 

tailor made to fit with individual, group. or institutional cultural values, beliefs, and 

lifeways in order to provide or support meaningful, beneficial, and satisfjGng health care. 

or well-being services." (p. 49) SimpIy put, in order to truly provide Gare for the client 

his or her cultural perspective must be valued. the care giver must go beyond their own 

cultural limitations and the interventions or facilitation must be congruent with those 

values held by the client. Nurses are instructed to "transcend their own cultural 

orientation and view the patient through the patients' cultural lens" (Gagnon as cited in 

Lea, 1994). 

Research done on Aboriginal people has predominantly concentrated on 

idcnti fying cultural norms or practices o f  speci fic tribal groups such as Navajo, Oj ibwa, 

Coast Salish or Cree (Clarke, 1990; Dempsey & Gesse, 1995; Sanchez. Piawecki & 

Plawecki, 1996; Sobralske, 1985; Strickland et al., 1996; Turton, 1997; Willms et al., 

1992) or on how those noms influence a specific health condition or concern such as 

diabetes (Daniel & Gambie, 1995; Goforth Parker. 1994; Murphy, Schraer, Thiele. 

Boyko, Bulko, Doty, & Lanier, 1999, pregnancy (Clarke, 1990; Dempsey & Gesse, 
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I 995 ; Du@. Bonino, Gallup, Pontseele. 1 994; Sokoioski, 1993, or cervical cancer 

(Hislop, Deschamps, Band, Smith, Clarke, 1992; Stillwater, Echavarria, Lanier, 1995; & 

Strickland et al., 1996). One of the conclusions of ail this research is that the premise of 

providing culturally congruent care is prudent and will improve the health care context of 

the target group. 

The intention of culturally sensitive care is genuinely good, 1 believe. However. 

there is something within me that resists the notion that by knowing a list of features of 

textbook North American Indians, the care provided to this group of people will improvc. 

Klyde (1 994) says that "to guarantee success in health care delivery, al1 clinicians should 

know how patients view themselves as  part of the comrnunity and the universe ..." (p. 

705). This statement may seem a bit naive since the very idea of  guarantees existing in 

life is suspect. Plawecki ( 1  992) States that "recognition of the cultural / traditionai 

healer or spiritual leader of a community by the health professional may facilitate patient 

CO-operation and compliance .... communicating with traditional health practitioners and 

religious leaders demonstrates respect for comrnunity values and may facilitate support 

for rcsol ving other health-related issues." (p.5) These statements in themsel ves are well 

intentioned and when spoken by someone genuinely interested in Aboriginal people 

would pose no threat. What I find disconcerting is the potential for culturally sensitive 

care to become a recipe or method for practitioners who simply want to maintain the 

power in the relationship and achieve their defined professional goal. The knowledge 

gained through cultural education should not be used to give the practitioner an edge in 

manipulating the care relationship. The risk of exposing cultural knowledge is always 
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the safety of  those who have given it away. It disturbs me slightly that there are research 

articles wn'tten on  such sacred ceremonies as the Peyote ceremony o f  the Native 

Amencan Church (Huttlinger, & Tanner, 1994). It serves no purpose to have the 

ceremony written about publicly other than to  satisfy the curiosity o f  those who may read 

it. Would it not suffice to describe the implications of  the ceremony and the meaning of 

its power for the people who participate? [t seems unsafe that the article, once written, 

rnay then be distributed and utilized in ways for which ii was not intended possibly 

rcsulting in lack of  respect for the ceremony. 

The other concem have about cultural research is its applicability and 

gcneralizability. Habeyeb (1  995) discusses the many complex issues o f  doing cultural 

research including cultural diversity. She cites Tripp-Reimer, in her article ( 1 995) as 

stating "cultural studies are not predictive a t  an individual level"(p. 226). This is a point 

of concern. 1 believe that what is concluded a t  a macro level may vary greatly with what 

a practitioner may expect at the individual level. For exarnpte, i d o  not know where the 

stritement that "native peopte consider direct eye  contact a sign o f  disrespect" ( Lea, 1994) 

originally surfaced, but throughout my career 1 have heard and read that countless timcs 

from knowledgeable non-native people. In rny early years as a new graduate nurse I 

remember distinctly a nurse educator, who thought 1 was non-native, telling me not to 

look any of my clients in the eye. So I didn't. After about a rnonth, the woman I was 

working with on  the reserve asked me if 1 did not like her. or was afraid of her becausc 

rcfuscd to look at her. She  said she thought I was just shy at first, but now she was 

bcginning to mistrust me. The same holds t m e  for my own experience as an Aboriginal 
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woman entering the health care system. I know that if 1 were to encounter a practitioner 

who had just finished reading an article about avoiding eye contact and upon seeing me 

refused to look m e  in the eye I would be uneasy in the relationship and wonder why 

s h e h e  was unable to c o ~ e c t  with me. 

Turton (1 997) in her research describes the Ojibwa as "intensely religious and 

ficrcely independent" (p. 3 1) Really? All of them? Are there not any pagan or non- 

religious Ojibwa people lefi o r  did the church get them all? Inherentiy [ know what shc 

rneans. She is referring to the influence o f  the organized Christian church via the 

missionmies and its profound impact on Aboriginal people to the extent that rnuch of  the 

Christian doctrine and spiritual rituals have been assimilated into the culture. It  worries 

mc to think, however, that someone who rnay not know the whole history of the Christian 

churches' influence on Aboriginal peoples rnay read that statement and think that 

Chnstianity was adopted wholeheartedly, or  worse yet, not to think about it  at al1 and 

simply accept it as fact when there are many lacets to that statement. 1 also question its 

validity in today's society where many Aboriginal youth are tending to either vehemently 

oppose the paternalistic and oppressive nature of government and church institutions. or 

simply passively avoid its influence by no longer taking part in its rituals. 

It is evident how dif icui t  application of  cultural research done on  a group level 

might be on an individual level. In the article on cultural cornpetence (Absolorn. Beil. 

Kavanagh, and Schliessmann. 1 999), the authors speci fy succinctly that a nurse who is 

cdturally cornpetent would disccrn "both patterns and variations, deftly avoiding 

stcrotyping and overgeneralizing while becoming cornmitted to hearing, seeing 
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experiencing and learning with as little bias as possible" (p. 19) It is reasonable to state 

that the danger of stereotyping is always there. If people lived in a vacuum where culture 

and lifestyle remained static, then we might be able to assume that the traditional view of 

things rnay be still intact. In the year 2000. however it would be naive to think so. When 

research regarding this phenornena is examined, it should be done with an informed lens. 

so as to take into account the impact of urbanization, colonization and societal influences. 

"Recognizing and ackowledging diversity within a group, which is ofien as great as that 

between groups is a major part of leaniing and comecting." (Absolon et al., 1999, p. 19) 

An exarnple of how these many influences rnay manifest themselves are in the 

findings of Sokotoski's study (1995) on First Nations' beliefs about pregnancy. She 

States that traditional values are identified and espoused among the women as ways to 

guide their health during pregnancy, but may nof be acted upon, thus creating a situation 

where their birth outcornes may be unhealthy. Why are they not acted upon? This is a 

key question for researchers to focus on. The traditional values are identified. spoken, 

intellectualized and then published but no change in health status occurs. Where is the 

gap between what the traditional world view holds as important and what gets played out 

in the lives of these women? Are these beliefs espoused because that is what the women 

feel the researchers want to hear? Or are they beliefs that have been abandoned in 

practice, and substituted by the hope of accessing the more modem ways of their urban 

white neighbours? 

I t  is not an easy task to provide care to another individual. Add to that the 

consideration of another culture and the task may become even more daunting. Jean 
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Watson, in her book: Nursing: Human Science and Human Care, A Theory of iVursing. 

discusses what her goal of the care process in nursing is: 

The goal of nursing proposed is to help persons gain a higher degree of 

harmony within the mind, body and sou1 which generates self-knowledge. self- 

reverance, self-heding, and self-care processes while allowing increasing 

diversity. 

The goal is pursued through the hurnan-to human caring process and 

caring transactions that respond to the subjective imer world of the person in 

such a way that the nurse helps individuals find meaning in their existence, 

disharmony, suffering, and turmoil and promotes self-control, choice, and self- 

determination with the health-illness decisions (p.49). 

Watson summarizes what 1 beiieve the health care provider needs to consider 

when interacting with any client, including Aboriginal women. She states that nurses 

need to help the other "find meaning in their existence, disharmony, suffenng, and 

tunnoil ..."(p. 64) which for me encompasses considering the culture of another. or the 

state of being that they bring to the relationship. Watson later states that a caring moment 

encornpasses the "ability of the nune to assess and realize another's condition of being in 

the world ..." (p.64) This goes beyond what can be attained by simply relying on the List 

of cultural values and traits that may be gleaned fiom research. This involves 

understanding society, the history, the social conditions and the ways of Aboriginal 

women. 
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Giger & Davidhizar (1997) have proposed a model to be utilized when interacting 

with those clients of other cultures. They specify that in a "multicuItural society nurses 

need to be prepared to provide culturally appropriate care for each client regardless of that 

client's cultural background" (p.36). Their model is to be used as a tool to evaluate 

cultural variables and their effects on health and illness behaviors (Giger & Davidhizar, 

1 997). The y have identified six cultural phenomena which they Say Vary with application 

and use and yet are evident in al1 cuitural groups: communication, space, social 

organization. time, environmental control and biological variations (Giger & Davidhizar. 

These variables are concrete descriptors that c m  be utilized to begin discussion. 

inquiry and communication between hedth care providers and clients. However reluctant 

we may be to step outside our ethnocentric safety zone, it does seem imperative that we 

begin to identify and collapse those societal barriers that exist for Aboriginal people in 

this country. 

Browne (1 995) has expiored the concept of respect in terms of delivery of care 

services to First Nations people. She has defined respect using six characteristics defined 

through her interviews with the Cree-Ojibwa of Northern Manitoba. Those 

characteristics are: 

1) Capacity to treat people as inherently worthy and equal in principle 
2) Acceptance of others 
3) Willingness to listen actively to patients 
4) Genuine attempts to understand patients and the unique situation of 
eac h 
5) Attempt to provide adequate explanations 
6) Sincerity during interactions (pp. 1 O 1 - 103) 



Browne's research also identified several things which the respondents felt 

resulted in lack of respect in a health care interaction. They were: 

1 ) Lack of respect sternming fiom discriminatory attitudes 
2) Failure to consider patients perspectives 
3) Failure to provide privacy for patients 
4) Failure to provide adequate explanations 
5) Negative nonverbal behaviors @p. 104-1 05) 

Both of these lists of positive and negative indicators provide insight into what is 

perceived as good or bad health care experiences. Both lists are based on what the group 

that the researcher interviewed deems as important values and characteristics in an 

interaction. This article, in fact, touches on my own research question and the concept of 

cuhurally sensitive care. Just what is it that Aboriginal or aibeit al1 of us want in a health 

care experience? 1 would venture a guess that we al1 want to feel valued and respected. 

Much of the nursing literature refers to the noble goal of enhancing our practice by 

providing culturaily sensitive care. but few put forth concrete examples of how to do this 

or what it actually means in an applicable sense. 

Absalom, Beil, Kavanagh, and Schliessmann (1 999) discuss what they term 

culrztral competency. They relate the experiences of nursing students attending a tield 

school on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and their process of learning 

through cultural immersion and their subsequent process of connecting with the people of 

the reservation. interestingly, this article does attempt to offer some concrete exarnples 

on how one can achieve a state of cultural cornpetence and the process that their field 

school supported. The authors also identiQ the process as being as important as the 
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outcornes. Their findings reveal "interculturd connecting to be directly relatsd to the 

investment of time and cornmitment to establishing and pursuing meaninghil dialogue" 

(p. 13) This statement fits with the results that Browne identified as being important to 

the Cree in Northern Manitoba, which was that of genuineness in the attempts to 

understand patients and the unique situation of each. (Browne, 1995) 

1 support any move in that direction that can be facilitated by making health care 

providers more culturally sensitive through use of models, immersion field studies or by 

simply reinforcing these characteristics of respect. It is clear, however, that more 

research needs to be done on this subject of providing care to Aboriginal populations. 

There is more to hear fiom Aboriginal people themselves and Aboriginal women in 

It is my hope that through my research 1 have k e n  allowed to tap into the spirits 

of Aboriginal women and am presenting their Iives and their experiences with the health 

care system in such a way as to reach out to the reader. I am only a conduit through 

which these Aboriginal woman c m  touch the health care system and its providers. with 

their stories of their lives, families and struggles. 1 am attempting to go beyond what 

simple words c m  Say to a place where their stories \vil1 allow the reader to leam and to 

engage in further exploration of models and tools for cultural assessment, but more 

importantly it is my hope that the reader will think 



CHAPTER 3 METHOD 

Procedures for the Study 

1 chose hermeneutic phenomenology as the method to help guide my 

exploration. Phenomenology presented me with a way to get at the essence of the 

individual experience of the situation reflected in rny research question. Herrneneutics 

generally is "the theory and practice of interpretation and understanding in different 

kinds of human contexts" (Chesla, 1995). This simple definition centers on two key 

concepts that reflect my interest: understanding and interpretation. On a persona1 level, 

[ am motivated to make sense of my experience as a starting point for îürther study. 

which is congruent with the phenomenological method, and on a professional level 1 feel 

that 1 am strategically positioned to aid in the interpretation of this phenornena. 

Within the phenomenological paradigm, there is a premise that hurnans 'are 

situated'. Chesla (1995) identifies that "hurnans are situated within meaningfùl activities, 

relationships. commitrnents, and involvements that set up both possibilities and 

constraints for living ....( they are) living within a complex of understandings about the 

world and ways of being and acting in the world that are available in that particular time 

in history, in the culture and in the family in which they find themseIves." An exarnple 

might be the process of getting to know someone. I want them to tell me of their life and 

their experience. In the sarne fashion, 1 want to be known by the experience that 1 have 

lived. 1 want credit for my life and acknowledgement that it is important and rneaningful. 

These past lived expenences make us who we are, in more than just chronology or 

history. Our experience allows us to become, to endeavour in the process of being. I 
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want someone to tmly know me. When 1 wite  a paper or a poem or a story, 1 am opening 

my living being to the others in the world. I am trying to transmit an understanding of 

myself through illustrating my situatedness in the world. 1 want to be able to open the 

door to the living experience of others. 1 want to reveai their situatedness in the world 

and be with them in their experience. Although 1 cannot tmly walk a mile inside their 

very own shoes, 1 c m ,  by the processes of interviewing, bracketing and reflexivity. 

interpretation and writing attempt to find the essence of meaning for the women who's 

experiences i have chosen to study. Phenomenology is attempting to guide the researcher 

to the truth as it presents itself in the reality of the day. 

Using the phenomenological method has required me to examine and get to know 

myself ris well as the women 1 interviewed. Phenomenology directs the researcher to 

bracket out or identify assumptions, biases and personal situatedness in an attempt to 

increase the academic validity of the research as well as decrease any unintentional 

interference in the interpretation process. As identified by Hirsh, in van Manen (1 997). 

"understanding is a dialectical process between the reader and the writer." (p. 180) Hirsh 

argues that "the validity of any particular textual interpretation is increased by knowing 

somettiing about the person who wrote it"@. 180) Thus the section on my own Persona1 

Joumey/Situatedness, although lengthy, is quite critical to the use of this method. 

Finally, van Manen (1997) describes henneneutic phenomenology as trying to "be 

attentive to both terms of its methodology: It is a descriptive (phenomenological) 

rnethodology because it wants to be attentive to how things appear, it wants to let things 

speak for themselves; it is an interpretive (hermeneutic) methodology because it claims 
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that there are no such things as uninterpreted phenornena. The irnplied contradiction may 

be reso lved if one acknowledges that the (phenomenological) fac ts of Iived experience 

are always already meaningfùlly (hermeneutically) experienced. Moreover. even the 

"facts" of lived experience need to be captured in language (the human science text) and 

this is inevitably an interpretive process. 

This definition of phenomenology helps me to cl&@ my stmggle with 

interviewing the participants of the study. 1 tried to identiQ questions that would enable 

the women to describe their expenence without providing an analysis of the situation. 

This proved very dificult to do. Our way of being as people and of using the English 

language lends itself to interpretation. Although, 1 did not give up on my attempts to 

elicit simple description from the women. it is clear to me that interpretation-fiee 

discourse is impossible. Language and the process of remembering naturally invites us to 

lay down meaning on our experiences. 

Participarit Selection 

I chose to use criterion purposehl sampling to select the participants for this 

project. This means that al1 the selected participants must have had experienced the 

phenornenon of interest. My participants are Aboriginal women over the age of nineteen 

who are English speaking. They have al1 accessed a heaith care service designed or 

targeted speci fically for a native population, speci fically Tsewultun Health Center of the 

Cowichan Tribes. 1 designed a poster (see Appendix A) to advertise for participants in 

the study and advertised by simply placing it on the bulletin board at the health center. 
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As well. 1 let it be known to my colleagues at work that 1 was trying to find participants 

and would welcome their suggestions and or contacts. 

1 interviewed four women. Two of the participants responded to the poster. one 

carne through a recommendation fiom a colleague and one woman was invited to 

participate through my own identification. 1 met with each participant to explain the 

purpose of the project, nsks of disciosing information and obtain informed consent. We 

subsequently arranged one tape-recorded main interview and one follow-up contact to 

clarie information gained in the main interview. 

Data Collecrion 

Written and informed consent (see Appendix B) was obtained pnor to each 

interview. The main interviews lasted approxirnately an hour to an hour and a half, 

depending on the participant. We held al1 the interviews at the health center during my 

time off work. Al1 four initial interviews were tape-recorded. Subsequent clarification 

interviews were not tape recorded, but notes were taken by hand during the process. The 

main interviews began with a recap of my research and a general plan of what was going 

to happen. This was followed by general unrecorded questions about the participant, 

such as "How are you feeling today?", "1s there anythrng going on for you that might 

influence how this session will go?", "Do you have any questions about this whole 

process?" 1 wanted to make the participant feel cornfortable and rezssure her of what my 

intent was. 

The interview questions were very open ended in an attempt to get at the 



experience of the participant and not her or my interpretation or explmation of that 

experience. As best 1 could and without unduly constraining her, 1 had hoped to try to 

explain at the beginning of the interview how to speak about a lived experience. Van 

Manen (1997) discusses this aspect of interviewing and lists these points as possible 

guides in producing a lived experience description: 

1)You need to describe the experience as you lived through it. Avoid as much as 
possible causal explanations, generalizations, or abstract interpretations. For 
example it does not help to state what caused yow illness, why you like 
swimrning so much or why you feel that children tend to like to play outdoors 
more than indoors. 

2) Describe the experience from the inside, as it were; almost like a state of mind: 
the feelings, the mood, the emotions etc. 

3) Focus on a particular example or incident of the object of experience: describe 
specific events, an adventure, a happening a particular experience. (p. 64-65) 

1 found that in the first interview 1 ended up conhsing the participant by trying to tell her 

how to answer and she was most hesitant before speaking. For subsequent interviews 1 

opted not to employ this preamble, but tried to be conscious of it when thinking about rny 

Iine of questioning. 

An example of the first questions that 1 asked everyone was: "Tell me a little bit 

about who you are" or "I'd like you to describe yourself to me". From that point on 

subsequent questions were based upon the response that the women gave me. It was 

impossible to completely plan the interview because so much of it depended on outcomes 

of questions and the woman's ability to articulate her experience (See Appendix C, for 

original planned interview questions). 

Al1 taped interviews were transcribed. 1 spent a great deal of time simply 
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reviewing transcripts. 1 read certain passages over several times to see if 1 could get a 

feel for the words. At several points in the process of reading, I felt compelled to write 

poetry to express what 1 was getting f?om the data. 1 found this process to be somewhat 

distracting but also somewhat helpful in cornpiling my thoughts. Overall. although 

somewhat a departwe for me fiom my usual writing style, I found the process of writing 

poetry to be quite freeing and it allowed me to focus more on the analysis and findings. 

Eth ical considerations 

The two main ethical considerations involved in this research project were that of 

conjideniiality and risks to the participants. During the intial set up interview while 

obtaininç informed consent, 1 discussed with the participants al1 the measures that were 

in place to assure confidentiality. 1 explained that their identity would be kept 

confidential through the use of pseudonyms. Al1 tape recorded data would be kept in 

locked cabinets at my home until the project was complete at which time they would be 

desuoyed. Written transcripts were also kept in locked cabinets along with any data on 

diskette. The exception to the secured cabinet was the data where only pseudonyms were 

used that was on my hard drive of my home computer. The participants were also 

reassured that only my supervisor and 1 would have access to the tape recordings. 

The participants were informed that specific situations may arise where 

confidentiality would need to be breached. Those may have included instances where 

situations were disclosed that required follow up, such as suicidal tendencies on the part 

of the participant or verbalizations regarding child abuse, severe depression, or illegal 



activity which could result in injury to myself', the participant or others. 

The risks of participating were dso  discussed in relation to these possible 

situations. 1 explained to each participant that although 1 would maintain confidentiality 

to the utrnost of my ability, I was still operating within the guidelines provided for me as 

a professional nurse and so had the responsibility to act on anything that 1 thought 

required follow up. An example of this is that dthough a participant may not be ready to 

address an issue of domestic abuse through counseIling or legal action, there was 

potential for me to recommend that course of action if I learned through the course of our 

interviews that the participant required intervention. 

I was aIso aware of the fact that 1 was continuing to work as a nurse in the 

community and did not want my thesis work to interfere with that. 1 did not want a forma1 

interview process to influence the nurse-client relationships that 1 had with anyone or to 

confuse them about my role at any given exchange that we had- For this reason 1 chose 

participants that 1 did not know very well or had not worked with on a regular basis. I 

ernphasised to the participants and to the ethics cornmittee that there would be no 

possible negative impacts on the client if she should choose to particpate or if she should 

choose to withdraw at sorne point in the process. 

Daia analysk 

The phenomenological method involves a particular type of analysis. Van Manen 

(1 998) describes phenomenological reflection as trying to "grasp the essential meaning of 

something." (p. 76) He goes on to Say that, 



" the meaning or essence of a phenomenon is never simple or one-dimensional. 
Meaning is multi-dimensional and multi-layered .... human science meaning can 
only be communicated textually by way of organized narrative or prose. And that 
is why the human science researcher is engaged in the reflective activity of textual 
labor. To do human science research is to be involved in the crafting of a t e x t h  
order to corne to grips with the the structure of meaning of the text it is helpful to 
think of the phenomenon described in the text as approachable in terms of 
meaning units, structures of meaning or themes. Reflecting on lived experience 
then becomes reflectively analyzing the structural or thematic aspects of the 
experience," (p.78) 

In the transcribed text of the interviews, I conducted what van Manen describes 

as thematic anaiysis. Themes refer to an element or unit of rneaning which occurs 

frequently in the text. "Theme analysis refers then to the process of recovering the theme 

or themes that are embodied and dramatized in the evolving meanings and imagery of the 

work." (p.78) The process which 1 used is cdled the detailed or line by Iine upproach. 

Using this process, 1 looked carefblly at each sentence in the transcnbed text and tried to 

discem what the sentence revealed about the phenomenon or experience being described. 

As 1 went through the entire transcribed text, clusters of thernes emerged. These clusters 

are the ba is  for my analysis and interpretation of the meaning. This method was tedious 

and time consuming, but provided me with comprehensive and accurate results that were 

true to the Iives of the women. 

1 began the analysis by writing down every word or phrase that 1 thought had 

some independent meaning. This resulted in pages of written phrases and single words. 1 

continued by Iooking at this resultant data and resumed my line by line dissection, again 

writing down further units of independent meaning. This part of the process involved 
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some of the interpretive judgements that 1 thought would not be required until 1 was in 

the "analysis" phase of the project. As I realize now however, the whole process of 

phenomenological research involves expenencing and interpreting, going back and 

checking perceptions and then forward and interpreting M e r .  It is impossible to be 

devoid of interpretation when the very nature of our written word is a constnicted way of 

interpre ting the experience or phenomena being examined. 

My third run at the data began to produce some comrnon themes. The same 

words showed up again and again. Ideas or meanings that the women described were 

repeated either throughout the interviews or by several women. From this, 1 began to 

organize the data into clusters of meaning or sub-themes and finally into themes. These 

themes are 1 isted in the next chapter on research findings. 

Results of the study are surnmarized using quotations and excerpts fiom the 

transcribed record as examples of the themes. In my writing of the findings of the study. 

1 have included a small arnount of poetry written by other authors as well as myself that 1 

think helps to illustrate my interpretation of the data. Linda Richardson (1994), in her 

article on tvriting qualitative research, discusses the process of writing creatively as a way 

of presenting findings from research. She describes experimental representations as, 

"violating prescribed conventions in social scientific writing and as being somewhat 

compatible with the postmodemist context. Within this context there is no such thing as 

"getting it right", only "getting it" " (p.521) Even ifthe final document is in a more 

conventional format, the process of experimentation with different forms is a practicai 

and powerful way to expand one's interpretive skills. (Richardson, 1994) Poetry is one 
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genre of experirnentai writing that aids in attempting to "recreate lived experience and 

evoke emotional responses." (p. 52 1) 

1 found this a most powerful way to recapitulate the meanings that were emerging 

for me. 1 agree that when creative material is used in research there is a risk of altering 

the intended end. In this project, however, I have taken that risk and felt that if used 

appropriately and conservatively it can only enhance the findings and interpretations. It 

is my belief that the total lived experience is more than can be communicated in a prose 

format. It is naive to think that our academic research language skills could be enough to 

capture the essence of anyone's experience. 1 do tnily believe that in human science 

research, such as mine, gravitating towards the poetic word in order to help explain the 

phenomenon which is k i n g  articuiated by the women is of critical importance. 

Rigor 

Academic ngor is usually thought of as quality control in research. How does one 

ensure that what you are studying is in fact rigorous research? The accepted procedures 

for ensuring reliability and validity that are so valued in quantitative research do not 

easily transfer to qualitative research. In qualitative research, parallel questions are asked 

relating to these concepts. Most qualitative researchers agree that the language of 

"positivistic research is not congruent with or adequate to qualitative work" (Creswell, 

1998. p. 197) The terms that are found in the discussions of rigor inchde such things as 

credibility, transferability, confimability, triangulation, crystallization etc. (Creswell, 

1998) In the phenomenological tradition specifically, researchers view the standards of 
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rigor primarily in relation to the researcher's interpretation of things. How is hidher Iens 

affecting the outcome of the analysis? What procedures can one use to ensure that these 

perspectives are identified? Moustakas (cited in Creswell, 1998, p. 207) says that 

"establishing the tmth of things" begins with the researcher's perceptions. He goes on to 

say that "one must reflect first on the meaning of the experience for oneself; then, one 

must turn outward, to those king interviewed, and establish "intersubjective validity." 

the testing out of this understanding with other persons through a back-and-forth social 

interaction." (p.207) 

For this study, 1 engaged in several procedures throughout the research process to 

ensure that academic rigor was maintained and that the results are in fact credible. They 

included : 1 ) Prolonged engagement and persistent observation 2)Peer review 

3)C lari@ing researcher biases 4)Member checks and 5)Rich thic k description. 

Prolonged Engagement 

Prctlonged engagement and persistent observation includes "building trust with 

participants. learning the culture, and checking for misinformation that stems from 

distortions introduced by the researcher or infonnants." (Creswell, 1998,p.201) This 

means that during the process of interviewing, consideration must be given to the impact 

of the study on the participants and the feelings that may be incurred during disclosures. 

The kinds of information discussed are highly dependent on the early establishment of 

trust and safety, as well as underscoring the solidarity that could exist between researcher 

and participant because of our shared experiences as native women. It also refers to the 
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process of engaging in severai interviews with the participants gradually building and 

clariming the data in each subsequent visit. 

In this project, the process of engagement happened relatively quickly. Most of 

the women knew of me or had seen me at the health center and may have even interacted 

with me in some other b ief  capacity prior to our actual interview. Al1 the women 

appeared very cornfortable fiom the moment we sat together. 

1 initially met with each woman for a set up and clarification interview. At this 

time we shared some basic demographic information and talked a little bit about where 

we were at in our lives. 1 chose to share information about my life at this time and let 

each one know who 1 was and about my farnily, demands, and work. 1 found this an 

important part of getting to know the women. Two of them had seen me around the 

heaith center and knew that 1 was native and were curious about who 1 was or rnight be 

reiated to. Although 1 had originaily thought that the set up interview would be very 

business like, explaining details, consent procedures etc, it was not. It played a key role 

in establishing trust. 1 did not have the tape recorder at that time, and there were no 

obligations placed on either of us. 1 was able to just sit and visit with each of the women 

and get a sense of who they were and whether they were interested in what 1 was doing. 

1 want to Say that 1 feel that the trust building was much casier for me because 1 

was native than it may have been if 1 was non-native but i am uneasy and unsure about 

this statement. 1 remember one woman saw a book that 1 had with me entitled, A 

Torfured Peuple, the Politics of Colonization, by Howard Adams. She irnmediately 

asked if "that Howard guy was an Indian, 1 am tired of white people writing about us." 
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This speaks to me about a lot of things, but one in particular is the perception that native 

people should be doing work abouthith native people. This principle is not really 

supported in the findings of my project per se and yet it is a point that 1 have heard made 

many times and believe myself to some degree. It may be that sorne native people do 

have a preference for other native people in specific instances or maybe it is just the 

moment of first contact in a new situation that is heIped by the familiarity of another 

brown face. Whatever actually went on, 1 feel that my native ancestry was a beneficial 

tool in this part of the process. 

A related issue to the physicd identity is that of an insider's knowledge of the 

culture. In prolonged engagement, one of the goals is to learn the culture of the 

individual. In this instance, the use of the word culture does not mean specifically 

ceremonid or traditional cultural practices, but it refers to the general milieu that is 

specific to the individual. It points to gaining an understanding of the environment or 

social situation that constructs the individual's reality. In this regard, 1 had some sense of 

solidarity with the women 1 interviewed, not only because of my nativeness, but because 

of my experience with racism and the impacts of colonization. 1 had also worked with 

the community for several years and felt 1 had a general understanding of the ways of the 

community. This eliminated the need to spend long periods of time getting to know the 

milieu and culture through a discussion process with the participants. 

tf anything interfered with the trust building process it was the mechanics of tape 

recording. Most of the women found it somewhat uncornfortable to know that they were 

being taped during the main interview. Initially, there were some stammers and long 
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pauses as we established a rhythm of conversation and questions, but eventually some 

level of comfort resumed. This was evident by the way the click of the tape recorder 

startled al1 the women as it clicked off when a tape was full. 

Peer Review 

Peer review or debriefing provides "an extemal check of the research process" 

(Creswell, 1998,p.202) through having the peer reviewer "ask hard questions about the 

methods, meaning, and interpretations" as well as "providing the researcher with the 

opportunity for catharsis by sympathetically listening to the researcher's feelings." (p. 

202) This step in the process was one of the most valuable for me but also the most 

difficult. To ensure confidentiality, 1 chose someone who is unfamiliar with the 

cornmunit- that 1 am working in but who is familiar with the issues relevant in the 

Aboriginal world. 1 established contact with an Aboriginal nurse that 1 know in a 

professional context who has been very willing to hear me out. She read excerpts of my 

thesis in drafi form and commented on the contents. This was a dificult thing for me to 

do. I t  is one thing for me to give my writing to a professor, for they are my superior in a 

sense. Giving my writing to a peer is much riskier. 1 had to let my ego needs go and 

aliow peer feedback to engage me in thinking and not necessarily in feeling only. If I did 

have strong immediate feelings, 1 had to think these through and analyze where they were 

coming fiom and if they were connected to an issue that related to the paper or not. 

My fears stemmed fiom an insecurity about rny ability to write, not only relating 

to the style and format but also the actuaI content of what 1 was discussing. 1 am often 
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inside my own head and end up thinking that 1 am creating al1 my own issues or that 1 m 

making too much of an issue and that it doesn't actually exist in the real world. As 1 will 

discuss later, I aIso found my journalling helpful in this regard- 

My peer reviewer would take some time to read a portion of the paper and then 

get back to me with her cornrnents. Sometimes there were just typos and minor 

grammatical errors, and other times she would be so animated about an issue that stirred 

in her she would phone me irnmediately afler reading it. We tended not to discuss 

specific parts of the paper as much as we did issues within it. An example of this is the 

assumption that I articulated in the discussion on Issues Embedded in the 3udy about my 

belief that native nurses were better suited to work with First Nations' communities. This 

sparked a lively discussion between us and confirmed to me that it is indeed an issue in 

the real world and not simply inside my head. My peer reviewer has also struggled with 

this concept in the face of her own career choices and cornrnunity demands. 

Another issue for rny reviewer was the placement and relevance of the poetry. 

She told me that on first reading she was a little skeptical of the reason behind the poetry. 

I had not explained anything to her and had not given her guidance about what to look 

for in the content. 1 had wanted her to read it with fresh eyes and an open mind. Her 

initial reaction was to Say that it was unnecessary and superfluous. 1 was a little taken 

aback at the strength of her words, but afler thinking them through i was grateful. Being 

challenged about the unorthodox use of creativity at this early stage was probably a good 

thing. I had to examine my reasons for doing this and evaluate whether it was truly 

enhancing or distracting. 1 had wavered on it myself when 1 was initially planning the 
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thesis. but having to defend its use early on solidified my stance about its relevance and 

importance. Another of the areas of discussion that my peer reviewer and 1 focused on 

a lot were the findings. She would continually ask me "what does this have to do with 

culturalIy sensitive care?" This question above al1 others has almost driven me 

completely crazy. 1 have made changes in the text to try to be clearer about drawing 

connections and illustrating meaning, based on my peer reviewer's constant questioning 

on this. At times I would be so mistrated thinking that "she just doesn't get it", and then 

afier fbrther thought I would realize that this is really a central issue in this whole project. 

Just what is culturally sensitive care and is the way we, as nurses understand or 

misunderstand it have any impact on the way a caring interaction is perceived by the 

individual receiving service? 1 had to think and rethink about this and about what the 

women were telling me. 1 know 1 would not have been so clear in my mind about what 1 

was doing if 1 had not been "dogged" by my peer reviewer on this issue. 

1 also comected with mernbers of my committee, especially my Advisor, Anita 

Molzahn, to steer me in the right direction as well as re-establish my cornmitment to the 

project. I became conscious of my need to debrief and discuss my work verbally when 1 

became immobilized by apathy. 1 hit a point where 1 did not know where to go and felt 

unable to continue on with the process. 1 think that this is partly a fùnction of being 

removed from the academic supports that exist on campus, but also partly fiom not 

recognizing progress that 1 was making. It is very difficult to see the progress yourself 

when there is no one around to substantiate it. 1 found it very dificult to maintain focus 

and motivation and would ofien lose my genuine interest in the subject. Knowing that I 
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would be accountable to my supervisor and ultimately to myself and the participants did 

influence my decisions to continue writing fkom a grounded place. 

Clurifiing Researcher Bias 

Clarieing researcher biases is crucial to al1 qualitative research but especially to 

phenomenology, The researcher bias must be identified so that the reader is aware of "the 

researcher's position and any biases or assumption that impact the inquiry" (Creswell, 

1998, p.202). Phenomenologists attempt to bracket out or set aside their prejudgements 

and experiences and rely on intuition, imagination and universal structures to obtain a 

picture of the experience that is founded on a more certain basis. (Creswell, 1998) mis.  

in practice, is an impossibility because as human beings we can never separate ourselves 

from our perceptions which are forrned by previoüs experience, knowledge and values. 

I t  is important, however, that I identiQ my assumptions, preconceived notions, biases 

and ideas so that 1 as a researcher and you as a reader can attempt to anaiyze my data 

knowing what may be influencing me. 1 addressed this issue by identifjhg my 

situatedness in Chapter one of this paper. 

1 also found journalling to be quite usehl in the continual reflection of my 

perceptions and interpretations. 1 would use rny journal to write down a thought and then 

reflect on it a few days later. Ofien relationships to my value system would become 

obvious, or a connection with an assumption that 1 held would emerge. My preconceived 

notions were not aIways obvious when 1 was in the process of writing but allowing 

thoughts to mellow on the page and allowing the process of interpreting my thoughts 
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through creation of text is aided by the use of a journal. Re-reading my journal entries 

was like doing a mini thematic analysis which revealed a lot towards the bracketing of 

prejudgements. 1 will Say more about the journalling process in a separate section. 

Mernber Checks 

iMember checks are where the researcher solicits infonnants' views on the 

credibility of the findings and interpretations. For my study, this involved taking the 

transcribed data, my analyses, and interpretations back to my participants for feedback on 

their perceptions of the process and confirmation (or otherwise) of accurate depiction of 

their experiences. 

Of al1 the methods of ensuring rigor within my project this was probably the 

weakest. Although in phenomenology this is a very important part of the interpretation 

process. 1 was not able to connect on a level with the participants that 1 thought 1 should 

have. 1 don't know if al1 researchers feel this at the end of a project or whether it was 

unique to this situation but inherently there were a few barriers. 

With each of the women 1 scheduled at least one follow up interview after the 

main tape recorded one to fil1 in the blanks in information and to check on details and 

meaning that 1 may have missed. At this time the women were still very interested in the 

process and seemed anxious to engage with me. The connection between us seemed to 

break down when it came time for checking in on the data analysis that 1 had generated. 1 

found that it was very difficult for me to set up time to see the women. Their schedules 

were busy, appointments would be set up and then missed. 1 interpreted this a couple of 



ways. 1 felt that because it had taken me such a long time to generate these M t t e n  

interpretations the comection that had been established with the women initially had 

lapsed. The other reason that 1 thought might be influencing the participants' willingness 

to get together were the very things that I had written about in my data analysis. The 

chronicity of chaos and structural barriers that exist in daily living were getting in the 

way of the participants thinking about anything other than survival. Al1 the women have 

families and children who depend on them. They each have school or childcare loads that 

preclude them from leisurely contemplation about my thesis content. 1 was initially very 

womed that I was not meeting the rigor requirements until my peer reviewer said "don't 

take this on as your fault, reflect on it and discuss it in the paper. You can't make them 

do what they don't have time or interest in doing". An obvious statement, but one that 1 

had not really considered. 

Ultirnately, 1 ended up speaking with them for differing amounts o f  time and with 

vaned results. One of  the women sat and nervously bit her fingemails while 1 went over 

the synopsis that i had written about her. She seemed uneasy when she saw the hard copy 

of the transcript o f  my discussion with her, and she was anxious for me to put it away. 1 

needed to reassure her over and over that no one knew who 1 was writing about and that 

the themes were just rny thoughts about our conversations and that I was open to 

comments about it. She anxiously agreed with me on everything and said that she 

thought it was "good". 

Another o f  the women was eager to take a copy of  the synopsis that I had written 

about lier and the data findings that 1 had drafted out. Against my better judgement 1 
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gave them to her and we agreed to meet one week Iater to discuss what she had read. As 1 

had feared, she had lost her copy and said that she hadn't had time to read it. We met 

anyway and 1 verbally went over what I thought were the important parts of the analysis. 

During our visit she read the synopsis that I had written about her and she questioned the 

part where I said she portrays a woman "deepiy embedded with the dependence mindset 

of the system and the powerlessness she feels towards controlling her own fùture". I 

listened to her concems about not wanting people to think she was lazy or couldn't do 

anything for herself. I exptained that that was not my intention when 1 made that 

statement, but that I was trying to illustrate that there are forces in society that influence 

us in ways that we may not aIways be aware of and that the welfare system was one of 

those. We talked about this for awhile and in her own way I think she came to an 

understanding of my deconstruction of her systernic influences. 1 did not want to put 

anything in the paper that would upset her or that she found to be misleading or untme. 

At the sarne time I thought that she may not have insight into the systernic influences that 

she is living within. As I write this I am very aware that 1 am sounding like the 

knowledgeable academic and that somehow I understand her situation better than she 

does herself, which of course is untrue and very arrogant. 1 want to convey that 1 was 

open to feedback fiom the women and that I was also wanting to be true to the 

interpretation of the data. 



Rich Thick Description 

Rich, thick description of the participants or the setting "allows the reader to make 

decisions regarding transferability." (p.203) The amount of detailed description allows 

the reader to make a decision about whether this situation may be transferable to another 

situation because of shared characteristics. (Creswell. 1 998) In this research project, the 

thick description was demonstrated in the use of direct quotations from the participants, [ 

wanted to be able to illustrate the theme or meaning through the eyes of the participant. 1 

feel that the use of direct quotations enables the reader to connect with the women 

directly and often stirs some recognition of the same situation in their experience. When 

my peer reviewer was reading it she made many comments about "oh, have 1 heard that 

before", or "this sounds fmiliar", or "1 c m  totalfy relate to what this wornan is saying". 

Although 1 do not want to negate the uniqueness of each participant's Life and her 

experience, 1 do feel that the themes that emerged frorn the interviews were best 

illustrated through their own words. Any further description that 1 may have added only 

helped to organize the commonalities among the women. 1 feel that their words were 

descriptive enough to enhance the perceptions of the reader and enable the tmths and 

emotional reality for the individual participant to be better illustrated thus establishing a 

true connection with the reader. 



JOURNAL 

In this project 1 established a thesis journal which 1 had originally thought would 

be academic and fùll o f  notes from insightfid readings 1 had done. 1 did not really believe 

that it was going to be as much a part of my life as it becarne. If the truth be known, there 

woutd be weeks when 1 did nothing else for my thesis but write in my journal and to that 

end, not just about the academic leaming that I was doing. The joumal became a 

personal f iend for me. 1 used it to vent, to swear, to think, to talk, to laugh and ridicule 

others and myself. I used to it create poetry and to verifi my line of  questioning and 

thoughts. 

It would be interesting to do a qualitative study on the phenomena of  academic 

uses of joumalling. A rnini theme analysis of  my journal would reveal sub-themes of  

fmstration as well as themes on the process of  phenomenology. My journal's biggest 

purpose was that it became my insecuriy blanket. 1 would oAen fa11 victim to my 

insecurities and doubts about the direction of the research or  the intrinsic value of  the 

research question. 1 would write down these doubts and then either leave them there to 

"rot", as 1 said to myself, o r  1 would deconstruct them and find out what was the real 

issue. i found this a very helpfùl process in helping me to push through the resistance 

that I would feel when it came to write. If 1 went to my journal and read an entry that 1 

had made it would usually spark my thinking process and 1 could begin to write 

something on  paper. 

In the phenomenological tradition, it is important to identiS, and analyze how the 

researcher's lens rnay be affecting the interpretations. As part of my audit trail, 1 woutd 
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use what 1 had written in the insecurity realm of my journal and go to the core issue. I 

would examine how this might be affecting my sense of the purpose o f  the thesis and if 

this was blocking me from getting meaning from the data, or if it was influencing me in a 

direction that wasn't real. I would write down thoughts in the margins about entries that 1 

had made in the journal. much like doing the line by line analysis of the data transcripts. 

and issues would become apparent, 1 would then take some time to think about this issue 

and reflect on  its influence on my writing. A major issue that resurfaced frequently was 

the time 1 was spending away from my children and the guilt 1 was feeling. Although this 

issue falls into the persona1 journey realm, it significantly influenced my process of both 

analysis and writing. At times I would begin to type anything that 1 could think of to try 

and just get something down on paper, and at one point 1 tried to put a different slant on 

an excerpt from the transcnpts in order to veri@ what 1 thought 1 wanted to  Say. It was at 

this point that 1 had to stop writing altogether and ttiink about what 1 was doing. Reading 

the journal entries over an extended period of time helped me to acknowledge my issues 

and aIlow them to be without judging myself. This in turn gave me permission to take 

my time in the process and reiterated the critical nature of k i n g  true to the words of the 

women as  they were spoken and not how 1 wanted them to be. 

1 used the journal to jot down thoughts that [ would sometirnes get in the middle 

of the day or  night when 1 was not sitting at my typewriter, but stiI1 thinking about the 

women. This would later help to stimulate my thoughts when the time came to actually 

write without having to begin at zero and feel some pressure to produce something 

because rny opportunity was here. 
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1 also used my journal to write down examples of times when 1 have encountered 

the use of the term culturally sensitive care in my professional world. 1 did this because 1 

wanted to r e a f h n  to myself that there was validity in the research question that 1 posed. 

This was a very affirming process for me, because although 1 hear this concept a lot. 

when 1 pursued the meanings or looked at how an organization was operationalizing the 

concept, 1 was never satisfied with the result. 1 always felt that there were issues 

embedded in this staternent that, unless you were knowledgeable about the systems and 

context of an individual you would miss the purpose of this concept completely. I was at 

a meeting in Vancouver listening to the CO-ordinator of a street outreach project speaking 

about their prograrn and saying that she strongly supported culturaliy sensitive care. She 

said that they were in the process of hiring an Aboriginal nurse, and had just jumped 

through al1 the human rights hoops to be able to advertise for this position. She stated 

that since most of the clientele they served were Abonginal women she felt that adapting 

their service to provide culturally sensitive care was critical. They were doing this by 

hiring this nurse and by having traditional crafis once per week. 

1 came home after this meeting and wrote copiously in my journal about what 1 

thought and what my first, second and third impressions were. 1 M t  that the key issues 

about delivenng the service that meets the needs OF the clients were already in place 

through recognition o f  things like socioeconomics, social conditions, housing issues. 

addiction issues, abuse issues etc. That was the cultural sensitivity. That was the cultural 

milieu for those women. To hire an Aboriginai nurse because of the perception that some 

cultural need would be met is a potential misfit, depending on  the individual nurse. This 
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whoIe process reiterated to me the clarification process that must be walked through 

when thinking about culturaily sensitive care and the way that individual needs must be 

met. 

Overail, the journal process has been quite a personal journey for me and in some 

ways has been more important because of my distance from campus and my cornmittee. 

Not having the day to day contact with the academic milieu that culturafly can influence 

rny thinking process has been a definite detractor. Having the journal to restate the 

obvious, to tell me what 1 am doing wrong or doing right has k e n  my method of 

discussion. Without people around me when I am available and ready to have a 

discussion 1 have to tum to my confidentid fnend, In reading it back now it is an 

interesting document in itself and 1 may someday consider working it into an academic 

project of its own. 



CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH FINDINGS 

THE PARTICIPANTS AND THEIR STORIES 

Josep/i ine 

The first time 1 met Josephine we were in a library. I was skulking around the 

lobby looking for someone who might match the description she had given me over the 

phone. 1 looked up and saw a young woman strïding confidently towards me. She thrust 

out her hand as she was introducing herself. In dl honesty, 1 was slightly taken aback. 

Her confidence blinded me. As 1 came to know her over the course of our interview she is 

a woman who speaks with smiles in her words. 1 Say this because it is with genuine 

warmth and human opemess that she shares her viewpoints and scories 

Josie is an Aboriginal woman in her mid menties. She is a mother and a student. 

She is the daughter of a white father who was raised on reserve by a First Nations famiIy 

and a First Nations mother who was raised in a white foster home off reserve. She says 

that her bicultural heritage has caused her challenges growing up. 

"1 think being halfyou ger it f iom borh sides. Because native people. some. not 
ail. some. have their ideas on w h r  Mian is. 1. k like you have !O be as dark as 
me, and you have ro be ... you know. ..and rhen on the white side ii's like "well 
you ke no1 as white as me. " Su I don 4 know. " 

Josie grew up in a small community in British Columbia where she says their 

family wpas very poor. She dropped out of school when she was 15 to go to work. She 

became pregnant when she was nineteen. It was after she had her daughter that she 

realized . "now ! have ro support this chifci, you know. I need ro be able ro support her, 

look afrer her. so ro do char I c m  eirher gel a minimum wage job sornewhere flipping 
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bzrrgers or I c m  go out uruiger an education and offer her al1 the fhings I didn'r hme? 

Josie describes herself as someone who bases her idea of  herself in terrns of her 

relationships with other people. "I am Jody 's rnother, I am Theresa's sister. und I am rny 

rnofher's daughter. .. " she then goes on to specify that her daughter is 

'p.w my whole world 1 mean thal's the kind of.. who broughr me to sorne concept 
of me. you know. ... before I had her it was absolutely nuts! My li/e was c r q  and 
unriable and I wouldn'r even say I realfy had a life you h o w ?  If was just kind of 
jloaring through space and rnaking little stops here and there. and she kind of 
made me more grounded. " 

Josie was introduced to Tsewultun Health Center when she gave birth to her first 

child. Prior to that there had been no contact with the health center even though she knew 

it was there, she was never c o ~ e c t e d  with it in any way. She is not a Cowichan Tribes 

member and so she does not concern herself with knowing about prograrns available to 

First Nations' people in the area assuming that they are restricted to Cowichan Tribes 

members. In her immediate postpartum period, she encountered one of  the Tsewultun 

nurses who came out for a postpartum home visit and established a bond that holds strong 

today. interestingly, she chose to corne to Tsewultun for her imrnunization and child 

health conferences, each time waiting to see only that nurse with whom she had bonded. 

but chose the provincial public health unit for her infant developrnent needs. 

Throughout Our interview, i found Josie to be very reflective and thoughtful about 

her answers to my questions. She is a woman like many who found herself pregnant and 

single and young and uneducated. She identified what she did and didn't want for hersclf 

and her daughter and took the necessary steps to help achieve that. She speaks about her 

feelings o f  being native with what I cal1 insightful caution. She describes what she 
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knows to be tme for her now peppered with some trepidation of what it has k e n  in the 

past and what it is still evolving to be. 1 feel she is still becoming cornfortable with 

herself as a bicultural woman- 



Mattie 

1 had seen Mattie around the Health Center pnor to our interview but had never 

had the opportunity to meet her on any personal level. When 1 picked her up for the 

interview, she was a little fl'istered and had rushed to get out of her apartment. Mattie 

strikes me as someone who is older than 34 years. She has a very wise face, not old or 

wrinkled or haggard, just mature and deep. 1 think it is her eyes that reach you first. 

They are full of stories o f  sorrow but somehow she manages to keep that sorrow away 

and behind a glaze of  wonder that cornes a t  you when you meet her 

Mattie is a 34 year old woman, Cowichan Tribes member, born and raised in 

Duncan on the reserve. She has 6 children, the oldest of whom is 18 and who has just 

become a father, making Mattie a 34 year old grandmother. She has 3 sisters and 3 

brothers al1 of whom live nearby. Mattie went to school on reserve but did not finish 

high school. She spent most of her time on reserve, not venturing into the town of  

Duncan too often. When asked about Duncan in those days, she says that she simply 

can't remember details about what it was like. She "warched it grawfiom smaff to large 

no W. We used to have alot of m e s  around. Alor of frees. This town reafiy increased 

over the years. Watched if bloom / guess. " 

Mattie got together with her first boyfriend when she was fourteen. By sixteen 



she was pregnant with her first child. She says that she was 

'700 young I think I think I was a child myserfhaving a baby. / didn 't know 
what / was doing. (laughs) Didn 't know about safe sex then Talk to my k i h  
about it now, %atm I want them to do things ... nof that I'm saying that they 're 
mistakes, but.. . but if's hard.. . Obviously didn 't get through to my boy! Making me 
a grandmother already. (Laughs) Baby's due in April. " 

Over the course of her life with her partner she has lived through his abuse o f  

alcohol which led to both physical and verbal abuse towards her. He is currently trying 

to seriously battle his alcohol abuse and she is facing her own history o f  drinking to 

cope. She has a history of significant health problerns including several surgeries and 

chronic conditions and most recentIy chronic bleeding stomach ulcers. 

Despite the obvious challenges in her life, Mattie continues to forge ahead with 

things she deems important. She is currently enrolled in school trying to finish her high 

school courses. She hopes to be able to go on to some professional training afier that. 

Throughout our interview, Mattie would look at me beseechingly to see if she 

was doing okay. It was as if she wanted to please me and to give me whatever she could 

but didn't quite know how. [t was her first time ever k i n g  interviewed and she was a 

little nervous throughout. The first question 1 asked her was to tell me about herself. 

Her reply was simply "can't do that. " I proceeded to ask more specific questions about 

where she was bom and raised etc, but 1 could never quite get her to reveal to me what 

she thought about herself in descriptive terms. Throughout the interview however, she 

did reveal snippets of  what she thinks about herself and the life she has lived. She 

believes that she has changed greatly from the early days. She no longer absorbs the 

negativity of  her late husband and says that 'Tor what heput me through he made me feel 
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negar ive rhougfits like orher people. No w rha f I've increased myselfond changed myself l 

don 't have any troubles ge tting to know anybody now. " 



Penny 

1 had seen Penny around the health center quite frequently in the past. [ met 

Penny several times in health center programs or  o n  clinic days when she  and her fami ly 

came for irnrnunization. ~ l t h o u g h  1 had met Penny, 1 never got the sense thai 1 knew her 

at alI. In al1 my encounters with her, she was very business-like and rarely provided any 

persona1 information. i got the impression that she was very conscious of her boundaries 

and careful about what she would reveal to whom. 

Penny is a very imposing woman when you first meet her. Her voice is what stays 

with me the most though. it  is clear and resonant and quite bass in its tone. Her words 

are carefully chosen. She is very articulate in her own way and in rny experience with 

her, 1 get the feeling that she never says anything flippantly. She challenges you if you 

say something that she doesn't agree with and is not afraid to speak her mind when called 

for. 1 approached P e ~ y  initially to see if she would participate in my project for this 

very reason. I thought that if there were to be a critique o f  any kind for the health center, 

that she would be able to find the words in her experience to give that to me. 

Penny is in her rnid 50's and in her words is: 

'. . . a grandmo ther. i'm a mom. ..ah.. . I'rn a srudenf . .. .school. college lije. I'm also 
a sfudenf of lifé...I learnjiom oiher people where changes need to be made in my 
O wn personal gro wth.. $rom experience. From ... mostly jiom other people. " 

S he lives with her daughter as well as her grandchildren, that she has taken on raising. 

Penny is also a survivor o f  the residential school system that was prevalent in 

Canada up unti l the rnid 70's. The residential school system was created in hopes of 

assimilating and integrating First Nations people into mainstream society at the expense 



of their own cultural noms  and ways of life. It has k e n  described as an attempt at 

cultural genocide and has spawned generations of broken adutts and children stmggling 

to corne to terms with who they are in this world and where they fit. 

Despite the tremendous influence that the residential school experience had on 

Penny, she continues to struggle to find her tme identity within her own Cowichan 

culture. She identifies learning things €rom Elders now that she didn't leam when she 

was younger. ".. . my Efder he said ru me. he said /O the whole class. he said 'respect, care 

and share '. su from rhar I draw a for of rny srrengrh. i suy our cuhure is buih on respect 

care and share. " 

Today. Penny identifies herself as having leamed many lessons throughout her 

life and relies heavily on her newly h u n d  Cowichan teachings to guide her way. She 

describes herself as now k i n g  "a cultural woman. I am a Narive woman. And I am a 

C'o wichan Tribes member. " 

My time with Penny was short and sweet. She was efficient in her answers and 

Our interview came to a natural conclusion. She graciously responded to me without hint 

of self pity or drama, and clearly set her boundaries about topics she did not wish to 

di scuss. 



G ina 

1 met Gina for the first time when she responded to the notice that 1 had placed on 

the bulletin board at the health center. My first visit was for the purpose o f  introduction 

and overview. She was very open with me in this first encounter and it interested me how 

she could divulge so  much personal information within the first moments of  meeting 

someone. 

Gina describes herself as "a fullrime mom, um srruggling ro becorne a working 

mom. An J ah.. . a lot of sîruggling righr no w 10 gel my kids educa r e d  . . . /'m married. 

Rcaiiy happy (laugher). ah. . . jw rrying ro ger untangled Our of rhe sysrem.. .you kno w 

. .rhe weffore sysfern. " During our initial visit there were at l e s t  a half dozen kids 

running in and out of  the house al1 of diflerent ages. I was later to leam that she has eight 

kids and is trying to get permission to home schooi them. 

Gina was previously married to a Cowichan man and had her children with him. 

Shc has since divorced and remarried another man, not of the Cowichan community. As 

a result of this, her membership as a Cowichan Tribes mcmber has been rescinded. Her 

children's father has also passed away leaving her connection to the community 

somewhat uncertain. She has lived several places the past few years. most recently just 

moving back to Duncan from the mainland. She says "my boys. rhey really don? wanr ro 

hc uwuy from here. I ihink rhey srill ... rhey're rrying ro gel ro know their Iafe dad's 

[urnily. " 

Gina talked a lot about the challenges she has encountered with the "system". 

k i n g  on welfare has both defined who she is and how she has to live. At one point she 
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described being in the welfare system as "irk like you can'r ... / don? know ... lguess if's Iike 

being in the warer and not being able ro reach one of ihose ... ive tube rhings ... " She 

ta1 ked about concrete examples of how she felt the welfare system had affected her life 

negativel y and how un fair and unjust she thought it was. Her words used to descri be the 

situation afso portrayed a woman deeply embedded within the dependence mindset o f  the 

system and the powerlessness she feels towards controlling her own future. Comments 

like, "l've never been able to ... (O ger hooked up wirh anybody rhar will help me gei offthe 

sysîern and take cure of my kids financially. ... ". and ' I I  came here with-..you 

kno W. .  . inrentions offinding somebody ro help me.. . which was my father-in-iaw. / said, 

andhe moved. So there'snoone. You know ... if's nor my fault he moved!", illustrate the 

cmphasis that she places on others for her survival. 

Gina told me many stones o f  her negative experiences within the system. A s  a 

mother, I found the rnost empathy with her when she was detailing her account o f  her 

housing problems. They experienced a house fire in which they lost everything. They 

had no insurance so were completely without the tools to live. All nine of them 

continued to stay in the bumt house for two months living in the one room that was stiIl 

habitable. Eventually they found safer accommodations but the struggle to get there was a 

defining moment for Gina and her recounting of the experience incorporated a lot of the 

recurring issues that she has had to deal with throughout her life. 



DATA ANALYSIS 

The following discussion will focus on the findings in the data that 1 gathered 

through the interview process. In chapter three, 1 discussed the process of thematic 

anal ysis whereby going over the transcnpted interviews line by line reveals common 

clusters of meaning, sub-themes that are embodied in their described experiences. The 

chart below presents a summary of  the overall themes and sub-themes that 1 derived and 

the îrder in which they will be discussed. The general themes are presented in bold type 

with the sub-themes clustered below in regular font. 

IDENTITY A S  AN ABORIGINAL WOMEN 
Perceptions of Sel f as Expressed by Participants 
Impact of Family on Perception of Self 

EXPERIENCE OF RACISM 
Racism in Action 
Perceptions of Others 

PERCEPTIONS OF CULTURE 
Culture as defined by participants 
Respect 

SOCIETAL SYSTEMS 
Welfare SystemPoverty 
Education 

RELATIONSHIHPS AT TSEWULTUN HEALTH CENTER 
Relationships with Tsewultun Staff 
Negative Perceptions/ Relationship Experiences 
General Tsewultun Health Center Comments 



The question that 1 posed at the begiming of the research process was: " W h  is 

the lived experience of Aboriginal women who huve received whar is considered ro be 

culfurally sensifive care?" As 1 read the data and the themes that have emerged 1 wonder 

if 1 have achieved my goal. 1 have captured some lived experience , about that 1 have no 

doubt, but whether or not it is restricted to culturally sensitive care is what 1 need to 

discuss. Suffice to say, lived experience of anyone brings to l i  fe the complicated nature 

of an individual's Iife. It is not easy to look at just one dynamic of a person's life. My 

experience with this project has shown me that. Al1 that an individual brings to an 

interaction is shaped and influenced by what has gone on before. To talk about culturaily 

sensitive care, the issue of  culture is inextricably linked. in tum, the meaning of culture 

for the individual women is influenced by the impact of assimilation and colonization 

frorn a very experiential level. From here, the influences of the continuing societal forces 

arc discussed and experiences identified that are relevant to the woman. 

Some of the main clusters of meaning that 1 have identified rnay have direct 

relcvance to the experience of the care received at Tsewultun Health Center. Others may 

not seem to bc as directly related at first glance. It has come to be my understanding, 

however, that al1 o f  the clusters are very much interrelated and continue to compose the 

whole of the experience for the women interviewed. In rny discussion. 1 will try to sort 

this out in a way that becomes ciear to the reader just how influential the interrelatedness 

is. 



Thernes and Their Meanings 

1 have no  clear boundary between the "data andysis" and the "data interpretation". 

As 1 discuss each theme identified in the anaiysis, my discussion takes on the role o f  

interpretation as well. For what is. is. My data portrays the lives of the women. I am 

presenting it here in a way that may help to unpack the suitcase that we al1 bring with us 

in every interaction with each other. It is my hope that 1 can be as truthful to iheir reality 

in my interpretations as they were in their sharing with me. Conclusions will be drawn at  

the end of the iheme discussions to tie u p  and summarize. 

THEME ONE: IDENTITY AS AN ABORIGINAL WOMAN 

In the book, the /rnaginary Indian, by Daniel Francis, (1  995), there is a passage 

rhai discusses the concept of the existence o f  the "lndian". He says , "lndians as we think 

we know them d o  not exist. In fact, there may well be no such thing as an Indian. ... 

When Christopher Columbus amved in America there were a large number of different 

and distinct indigenous cultures but there were no Indians. The lndian is the invention of 

the European." Francis quotes Berkhofer ( 1  979) as saying "Since the original inhabitants 

of the Western Hemisphere neither called themselves by a single term nor understood 

thcmselves as a collectivity, the idea and the image o f  the Indian must be a White 

conception. Native Americans were and are real, but the lndian was a White 
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invention ..."(p. 5) He goes on to conclude, " The Indian began as a White man's mistake, 

and becarne a White man's fantasy. Through the prism of White hopes, fears and 

prejudices, indigenous Americans would be seen to have lost contact with reality and to 

have become "Indians". that is, anything non-Natives wanted them to be." (p.5) 

This is a very poignant paragraph. Native people living today are stmggling to 

clarify for themselves who they are. In the context of the previous paragraph one has tu 

take a closer look at who dominant society thinks "Indians" are and who we, as Native 

people think we are. Being several generations removed from the pre-contact 1 nd igenous 

people o f  this land, it is dificult to access real answers for ourselves when faced with this 

dilemma. Much of what we have learned about ourselves has come to us through Our 

own experiences and the experience of others that has been influenced by the forces of 

history, racisrn, oppression and assimilation. These forces have tainted the images of the 

Indian as seen in movies, books and indeed our own families. 

Who are the women 1 am interviewing? These are women who have grown up 

reflecting, deflecting and adopting a variety of images that are presented to them from 

others. Indians are lazy. Indians are dirty, Indians will scalp you, Indians are al! drunks, 

Indians are peaceful nature loving people, Indians are very gentle, Indians smoke peace 

pipes ..... and the images go on and on. I t  sounds hilarious when 1 read it on paper. But it 

is so tme. 1 am certain that the women 1 have interviewed want to live in a world where 

thcy fit in comfortably and can go about their iives k i n g  at ease with who they are. But 

ii is this question of identity that can plaguc a person. If ,  in fact, the very term Indian is a 

creation of another culture, how does that affect how these women label themselves? 



Living with a label whose origins are basically meaningless and whose use was 

introduced by the oppressors o fou r  culture c m  impact the way Native women both feel 

about thernselves and the way the others feel and think about them. 

1 have accumulated data on identity in the body of  this work because I think that 

this issue is a work in progress. There is more to be done on the relevance of culture and 

care and the meaning of identity in this era in which people are exposed to greai pressure 

to assimilate into the mainstrearn. The discussion that ensues, then, should be taken with 

all this in mind and as a component of my process that 1 can not extricate from the central 

question. Self identification as an Aboriginal woman is step one in the process o f  coming 

to a health center that is designed for meeting the needs of Aboriginal people. 

Perceptions of Self as EXpressed by the Participants 

One of the first questions I asked al1 of the participants was about their own 

perception of self. 

L K: ". . . wondering ifyou can teil me a litde bit abour who you are?" 
M :  "ruho 1 am? " ( nervous laugh) 
L K: "Describe yourself fo  me.. . . " 
b1: " (laughrer) can 't Jo thal.. . " 

In this short exchange of dialogue, Mattie, the woman being interviewed, is at a 

complete loss o f  how to answer my question o r  to give me what she thinks 1 want. Her 

responses after this initial exchange became very one word and monosyllabic for a short 

time. I rernember k i n g  a little stymied as to what to  do  now? Haw could anyone no1 

reaily know who they are, o r  at least give some basic demographic information about 



herself? How do 1 get her to talk about herself without having to lead her in my 

direction? As 1 have now corne to know Mattie better, 1 believe that she had tmly never 

been asked that question before and in her life had not really stopped to consciously 

consider it. Also, she was nervous about the interview process. Mattie was a bit edgy for 

the first ten minutes o f  the interview, partially due to the tape recorder and partly due  to 

the role of being interviewed. In our follow up session she commented on how nervous 

she was in the morning prior to our appointment. She said she warmed up after she 

realized that 1 was't going to ask her "hard" questions and that it wasn't a test situation. 

As the interview progressed. however, Mattie became more relaxed and was able 

to speak unencumbered. In the analysis of the data I found that although she could not 

articulate when asked, who she was, she gave me words and phrases about her life and 

experiences that helped me to get a sense of who she was. Things like "roo young when 1 

hud my firsr baby ", "I've chunged no W. 1 have increased rnyseif ', and "negatîvify of  rny 

lale hushand is no longer wirh me''. have shown me that Mattie is a woman who does 

Iiave insight into the woman she is becoming, but may not have had a distinct opportunity 

or desire to create the conclusions in her own mind. 

1 asked Mattie, 

"describe ... hmm ... your nativeness? Ifyou had ro pur inro wordr, whar ir means 
[O you, er..or your experience of being Cowichan or a native woman? How 
wouià you describe thar? Or how do you feel about rhar? 

M :  "Our culture?" 

Our conversation then tumed to her ideas around the issue of culture. 1 was 

unable to get at what 1 think I wanted. And she was unable to articulate the meaning for 
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her of being an lndian woman. But rnaybe that is the state of k i n g  for many women. 

When you are in it, you can't see it. Like the proverbial forest for the trees. Mattie Iives 

her life from day to day, without the conscious reflection in the way that 1 think of 

conscious reflection. 

The other women that 1 interviewed al1 had irnmediate responses to this same 

question and (sornewhat formed) opinions of who they were and what they wanted to 

voice on this issue. Of  these three women, their initial response was to give me a list o f  

the things they were: ie: 1 am a sister, rnother, grandmother, student, etc. This was 

followed by more elabmation of each. it is interesting that the women's responses were 

initialiy a list of who they were in relation to other people. Initially, 1 felt somewhat 

annoyed that the women would immediately define themselves in terms of others and no: 

as something of  lheir own. I thought about this for awhile, however, and tried to 

consolidate what rny definition of myself would be at this time in my life. 1 have to 

admit that right now 1 am first and forernost a mother. The power of the family on self 

definition is as strong a force as  anything else. 

Of the four women interviewed, none of them used the words 

IndianMative/Aboriginal in their initial litany of who they were. They discussed this 

aspect of self only when solicited. One of the women, Penny, who was the most 

articulate and eager in her discussion of her indiamess as a Cowichan woman. was a 

product of the Catholic residential school. She talked about how the Church was going to 

"Europeanize the native population-..thal was rheir agenda." 

Penny said that going through that system made her feel: 



"betrcr than my people. I was berter thon ... because I war becoming educuieù 
and because / was going (O get a job and / was guing IO be self suJficient and d l  
rhis stufl .:... And 1 would be able IO ralk ro whire people. and I would 6e able IO 

ah.. ah.. . do the lhings rhat rhey d a . .  " 

Penny stated that she didn't feel like she had a native identity growing up and that she had 

to go to school as an adult to leam about her own culture. 

"And at the res idenr ial school, rhey said. ..rhey irnposed upon us. .. the heliefi qf the 
Catholic Church, and um. .JO.. . so my.. . il was al/ nrixed up.. . and /'rn ruking 
ah -.. um ... teachingsfiom the Elders, formyclass. You know I haclto go ro school 
ro learn.. . char .. . rhar my way was nor rhe righ way ... " 

Penny is currently involved in healing herself d o n g  with others who have gone 

through the residential school system and have a desire to re-establish their ties with their 

own culture and heal wounds lefi frorn the past. Her strong sense of herself as a 

Cowichan woman is influenced by her journey away from i t  and then coming back to it as 

an adult. 

Josephine's response to the question of  identity was focused on her relationships 

with others. especial ly her daughter as she described herself as "primarily a mother." The 

topic of ancestry came up through our discussion of where she was raised. When asked 

ro explain where she lived 1 rernember her body shifting position several tîmes and then 

proceeding, 

"ahmrnm. ... l was jus1 oflreserve. A bhck off reserve. T h ' s  where it gels kind 
of complicated because ah ...(c ough). My mom's native. Bur she was raken away 
from her family ar a very young age and she was raised in a white family. My dad 
is white and he moved over here /rom Scorland when he was [en. And he ran 
away from home. Well, as soon as rhey moved here. ro the island and he wenr 
down ro Brenrwood and he was raised by natives." 

I t  is interesting to note that for Josephine it was important to tell me prior to her 



cxplanation that things wcre complicated. Later on in the interview while we were 

discussing how k i n g  of mixed blood affects her sense of how Aboriginal she is she sâys, 

"llk weird bu[. I've aiways kind of acknowledged..always acknowledged my native or 

hdian. whichever you want to cali it. it 's been there and it 'i always been a par[ of me. " 

My guesses at this part of the interview have more to do with the feeling 1 was getting 

with Josie than the actual words. 1 feit her searching for her words and had a sense thai 

she was a tiny bit uncornfortable with what she was searching for. 

When non native people discuss their ancestry I wonder if they preface a 

staternent with rationale. Or is it just the way it is? fiample: My morn wasfrom 

Ca[gary and my dad was fiom France but was raised in an adoptive home. 1 tend to 

think ihat things that are issues for us  as individuals tend to be complica~ed because they 

confuse our minds and cornplicate our Lives and affect Our sense of our self and self 

worth. The phrase she used, saying "native o r  Indian, what ever you want to cal 1 it", 

makc me wonder too how at ease she is with labelling herself verbally as such. 

For Gina, the question of her identity focused again on family but also at great 

length on her entanglement with the welfare system. She spoke about her experiences 

with life as they related to the "system" and how that made her feel. When asked about 

her native ancestry she spoke about prejudice. 

" /Ive always put up with a l o ~  of ...p rejudice. No matter where 1 go or how old / 
am. Like when I was in schooi. the kiak ... didn'r really like me alot because 1 
. . . was narive. ..and their idea of an Indian wus somebody thar they saw on TV, you 
know? ... Riding on horses and carrying tomahawks! And killing white people!" 

Gina spoke at length aboui the negative experiences that she'd had regarding white 
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people and the weifare system. She didnet know at the time whether she was experiencing 

her negative responses because she was native o r  because she was on welfare. She also 

talked about having her Cowichan rnembership taken away when she was divorced from 

her first husband and how she felt about t ha t  She did not identify anything that was 

positive for her in Our discussion of her nativeness. Her frustration came through clearly 

in the interview and 1 believe thût her identity is very much tied to this. 

Of the four women 1 interviewed, one woman couid not talk directly about her 

Nativeness but l inked it to her definition of culture, one woman was articulate about 

being Cowichan and what that meant to her but gained that understanding only after 

going through a joumey away from it and then choosing to corne back, one woman had 

roots in both the white and native world and felt that things were complicated, and one 

woman was very tangled up in the systemic affects of poverty and welfare and her sense 

of nativeness was linked to that. 

Impacf of Family on Perception of Seif 

When 1 was going over the data bit by bit, it appeared that there were the obvious 

statements about identity and how the women felt about things, and then there were the 

statements about al1 the things that formed the perceptions of  self. 1 mentioned earlier 

that the main focus for the women in their explanations of  self were the references to their 

families and the roles they played. I would like to expand a bit on this as 1 think that 

families do bring a lot to bear on the formation o f  who we are as Aboriginal women and 

as people generally. There were two basic areas that the women comrnented on whcn 
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talking about their families: their children and current family. and their family of  origin. 

Josephine cornmented outright how she found childbearing to be a lifè changing 

event for her. Her perspective of how she was in the world took o n  new meaning once 

she became a rnother. "She's my whoie worfd. i mean ... who broughf me ro some concept 

oJmc ... " The other three women did not verbally identify childbearing as a pivota1 

experience for them but they al1 talked about their children in relation to how much they 

wanted them to get sornewhere in life and to succeed and get an education. 

The idea that you want your children to succeed in life is a common one for people no 

matter what their ethnic background. But ofien there are some embedded assumptions in 

this wish. 1s my own life a success and by what terrns? Would I want this kind of life for 

rny children whcn they become adults? For the women I interviewed therc was a sense 

that they wanted something other than their life circumstance for their children. Having 

children ofien makes you take stock of your own life and look a t  the values and ideas that 

you have incorponteci into living. 

Martie identified her own eariy childbearing as something that she didn't 

necessarily want for her children. 

''-../oo yolrng I rhink I rhink / was a child myseffhuving a baby. / didn't know 

w h a l /  was doing. (laughs). Didn't know abouf safe sex rhen. Taik ro my kids 
now. 'cause I wanf !hem IO do things .... nor rhar i'm saying thai rhey5.e misrakes. 
bu, ... bur il's hurd " 

They also identified how dificuit rimes in their life influenced their children and 

how they thought about parenting. Mattie spoke alot about a t ime in her life when her 

Iical th was not good. 



" .. . / couldn 'r get up and take care of my kids. You know ... my old man was 
drinking.. . and my brothers and sisters were ais0 drinking. - .so I really had no body 
rhere, so I HAD io corne in for help. . . . My oidest boy did al1 the cooking. 
(laughs) / 1-1 2 years oid when he started cooking kause / was really reafiy sick 
Couldn 't do nothing. / was so fight-headed. .. " 

Penny's experience with the Catholic church residential school influenced the way 

she raised her own children and then also influenced what she was going to change in the 

way she raised her grandchildren. 

"I raised rny children in a strict rnanner, my daughters, and um.. . um- . . i r  wus no/ 
very nice. So. so now /'rn raising my grandchiidren in a rnanner ihar I think i .~.  . k 
much more appropriate.. . " 

Having had children myself, 1 c m  agree with these women, that the things you do 

as an adult are reflected back to you through your children, whether it is in the manner 

that you raise them, or  the wishes that you have for their future. In regard to your self 

perception. there is probably no greater mirror than your offspring. 

Family of  origin also exerted considerable influence over the perceptions o f  self 

and the relationships that the women continued to have throughout their life. Al1 of the 

four women interviewed either made reference to having struggled with alcohol in their 

own Iife o r  having family members stmggle with it. The impact of the instability o f  their 

fami lies as  they were growing up was clearly influential in their perception o f  self, 

wheiher ii be related to the alcohol or poverty o r  lack o f  comection with their roots. 

Mattie talked about her instability growing up. She said that she didn't get a 

chance to finish high school and that was mainly related to the moving that she did with 

her mom. 



'And we'd move out of town every now and ihen. you know. 'cause my Mom 
would leave my Dad and end up in Nanaimo. . . . Never no stabiIity. 1% always 
have IO end up going .. never had a chance IO make any /rien&. ... II was just 
real ly hard. 11's tiresorne. Ah. My mom went rhrough a lot of beatings. Ah. 
There was a lot of fear there. You kmw- He'dfind her ... and drag her back home. 
And rhar was really hard A lot of siumbling roadr rhere. " 

Josephine made references several t ime throughout her interview to the poverty 

she experienced growing up but could not bring herself to Say exactly what it was that she 

was lacking that made her so embarrassed. While she was talking 1 recall that her  face 

blushed profusely as she moved to a new subject. 

". . . and / act ually siarted luughing in my car by myself because . . (laughs) it was 
sick ..l rnean how did we live rhar way? I mean we were disgustingly poor! I 
mean a loi of fhhgs we didn't have ... I couldn'r even bring myseK..like / couldn'l 
Say it now! I can't verbalize il because il's really embarrassing! I mean rhe 
corc essenrials IO LIFE and we didn? have [hem ... " 

Bath Josephine and Penny identified their fathers as being instrumental in urging 

them to go further with their formal education. Josephine rarely spoke about her mother. 

but her father was extremely influential in her life. She mentioned several tirnes how he 

was an avid reader and was "so smart". 

"- . - like my Dad.. . he 's VER Y srnarr ! I mean . . . he is exrrernely smart ! / don 'i think 
he went pas1 grade six. Bur. I mean, he 'i BRILLIANT! I rnean you look or 
his ... well, miniature Iibrary, nor like a real library, but al1 his books he's read! 
... and he knows everything! You can sit and waich Jeopardy with him and he 
know ALL the answers! Like going back in this century. ... and he h m  rhis thing 
wirh reading and I'm sure I go/ this fiom him. But I've al ways loved reading- 
..,jus( my desire to know more. from him because.. . l don't know.. . ~ Y h e  really. 
.. .pushed me to do that. Like he always wanred me ro read the newspaper and 
sruf/like rhat. He wanied me ro know abour rhe world " 

Gina talked a lot about the struggles she's had with the system and being without 

any family supports. Any time she talked about problems that she was having fmancially 



or socially, there was never any mention of a family member that helped her out. She 

identified gaps in her farnily structure both for herself and for her children- 

"... that caused a fight with rny husband. ..so we 're walking down the street 
arguing about you know.-. whar are we supposed to do? And if's like, 'well you 
[hink of something, ' 'No you rhink of something!' Thar caused afight ... and we 
were broken up for awhile and didn 'l know where each orher was! And ahm-./ 
ended up coming this way to ask my sister-in-law for help. And she jusr recently 
I O S ~  her brother (my ex-husband) so she's no/ feeling a famil) obligation 
anymore. Towardr me or my kids!" 

One of the most basic of human needs is shelter and food. In the preceding 

excerpt Gina is out on the street and in need of a place to stay for herseif and her children. 

Her partner eventually leaves her, her former in-laws and blood relatives of the children 

have no interest in helping and she truly stands alone in this plight. It would be logical to 

assume that this situation would impact negatively on Gina's sense of self and her ability 

to provide for her children. The lack of family support has a considerable influence on 

Gina's life and her sense of  who she is. 

The reference to Daniel Francis's book (1995) on the Imaginary Indian is thus 

illustrated in this discussion on identity. The First Nations wornen identified here are al1 

at different places in their Aboriginal cultural evolution and understanding. They have al1 

been shaped by the forces of Society, oppression, racism, and poverty, and most 

importantly by oihers of their own families and communi ties. What legacies of 

colonialism have trickIed down through the generations to influence why Gina cannot set 

off welfare, or why Mattie has no way to articulate her sense of who she is? 

In al1 of the previous excerpts in both sub-theme categories, the women have 

illustrated through their words, incidents and issues that impact on their perception of 
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self. One o f  the women was unable to describe herself in a satisfactory manner which 

relates to the issue of  consciousness. In her book, /skwewak , Neifher Indian P rincess 

nar Easy Squaws, Janice Acoose (1 995) talks about her culture setting her apart from 

the mainstrearn but not k i n g  able to understand the societal and institutional ideals and 

structures that influenced that separation. She says, 

"Not having the political consciousness or strength o f  spirit to  challenge 
contemporaneous pedagogy o r  the school's dominating ideological influence. 1 
shamefully accepted that I was not only different but infenor. Consequently, I 
leamed to passively accept and internalize the easy squaw, Indian-whore, dirty 
lndian and drunken lndian sterotype that subsequently imprisoned me, and ail 
Indigenous peopies, regardless o f  our historical, economic, cultural, spiritual. 
poli tical and geographic di fferences." (p. 29) 

This inability to see the structures that exist and to be able to define succinctly 

what one wants to Say is brought about by the estabiishment's control over thought 

through the manipulation of one's consciousness. In order to maintain the status quo the 

niling class must assert control over its citizens. (Adams, i 995) Racial stereotypes play 

an important rote in shaping native consciousness or  a lack thereof, whichever way you 

want to look at it. Constant bombardment with feelings o f  inferiority and the reality of  

poverty and deprivation act to shape the way one sees their world and limits how far 

beyond their own boundaries one can cast their understanding. (Adams, 1995) 

One woman spoke a lot of the effects of  the residential school, and in effect al1 of  

the women interviewed have been impacted in one way or  another by either being a 

student in the systern or  by having a parent who attended. Much has been written about 

the government's attempts at forced assimilation. Churches and government agencies 
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removed children from their homes in order to break cultural and language ties. Physical 

abuse was doled out to students caught speaking their native languages which only added 

to the emotional darnage individuals felt through the concerted effort to promote a sense 

of s h m e  about k i n g  an Indian. (Temant, 1990) 

Another issue identified by one o f  the women was that o f  Band membership. 

Having the government define who you are is difficult enough to understand, but it is 

equally humiiiating to discover that because of  the death o f  your partner, where you once 

considered home is no longer so. "The imposition o f  labels and definitions of identity on 

indigenous people has been a central feature o f  the colonization process from the stan" 

(AIfred, 1999, p. 84) This speaks to the issue of self determination and the question of 

who is Aboriginal, status, non-status, on-reserve o r  off-reserve. The governmental 

pol icies are not congruent with traditional philosphies that contend that rnembcrshi p was 

determined by "beliefs, and behaviour, together with blood relationship to the group. 

Both blood relations and cultural integrations were and are essential to k i n g  Indian." 

(AIfred. 1999 p. 84) This woman now legaily belongs to a band where she has never 

rcsided, and has no emotional or social connections while her children are registered with 

the Band o f  their late father. Would this not influence how you think about your identity 

or change who you think you are? 

Al1 of these factors and others highlighted through the words o f  the women 

culminate in wanting something else for their children. The women want success as 

de fincd by ihe dominant society, not as defined by tenets o f  traditional Cowichan culture. 



Their own cultural and traditional identities are not good enough. Adams ( 1  995) 

succintly States that, 

"Racism can thus be seen as a cause o f  the development of a 'shame and 
inferiority cornplex' in regards to lndian and Metis peoples' culture. As a result 
the whitemans culture begins to become glonfied- Due to this notion, Aboriginal 
peoples corne to believe that the only way in which they can 'rehabilitate' 
themselves is through the oppressor's culture; by adopting his social values. 
morali ty and language." (p. 123) 

Identity is a very cornplex issue and one that is at the core o f  this research project. 

Who are these wornen, and what influences their sense of who they are in such a way 

that they identify with an Aboriginal comrnunity to the extent that they seek out a service 

designated for Aboriginal people? A sense of  self can be difficult to find in the very best 

of circurnsiances and families but many wornen who live in crisis mode, ie: going from 

one drama to another, can have a more difficult time sorting through where the influences 

corne from. Yet Our identity is crucial to the choices we rnake, the friends we have and 

the kinds of hcalthcare experiences we seek out. In stating that we seek to meet the needs 

of our clients on a cultural level we place ourselves in the position o f  acknowledging that 

there is something unique about this cultural identity that Our clients attach CO. Idemity is 

important but just how that identity is manifested must also be considered. 



1 thought 
I thought 
1 uh ... 
1 knew, 1 was 
1 uhmm,.-not me 
1 drank alot 
Because I thought 
that was 
the way to be 
If, 1 was 
uh,.,.white. 

Which, uh .... 
1 am not. 



THEME TWO: EXPERIENCE OF RACISM 

Racisrn as a concept is ofien dimcult to define and even more dificuit to relate to. 

W e  hesitate to discuss it no matter what ethnic group we belong to. We either don't want 

to talk about something that we may be guilty of ourselves or  we are ashamed of having 

been on the receiving end. No matter what the reason, howevcr, it is a painful but real 

aspect of our society. The definition that I like to use is this: 

"Racism c m  be defined as a doctrine that unjustifiably asserts superiority of one 
group over another on the basis of arbitrarily selected characteristics pertaining to 
appearance, intelligence o r  tempement ... racism consists of a coherent set of 
beliefs (ideology) that labels, classifies, evaluates and discriminates against 
members of a group by virtue of their inclusion in a predefined and biologically 
based category." (Elliott & Fleras. 1992, p. 1 1 )  

For women participating in this project, this definition means that being native 

unjustifiably assigns characteristics ro them that they may or may not possess but that 

members of the dominant society rnay ai sornetirne be prone to accept or assume. This 

cornes out in many ways. What is more important, however, are the resultant feelings 

tIiat the women carry in their hearts as a result of a racist action or word. It may not be 

easy to put into words the feelings describing an "incident of racism". I t  may be more of 

a collection of thoughts or feelings about their situation that has resulted from a lifetime 

of experience. As evidenced in the interviews with the participant women, the ideas that 

they hold about themselves as Aboriginal women are inextricably linked to their 

experiences of the phenomenon o f  racism. 

In organizing the data, it was difficult to put the statements that 1 deemed 

associated with or pertaining to racism into specific sub-themes since al1 the stories were 
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different and spoke about different aspects of this phenomenon. 1 settled on listing the 

comments as they were, but breaking [hem into two, somewhat related, but general sub- 

groups: Racism in Action and Perceptions of Others. The racism in action subcategory 

has to do with statements made by the participants regarding their perceptions of an 

incident or the way they feel about white-native relations. The other category called 

perceptions of orhers, deais with what the participants think about the way others 

pcrceive them and how that may explain what an interaction may mean. Ultimately both 

categories are really dealing with the participant's own perceptions and both categories 

are intricately entwined. 

Racisrn in Action 

Matt ie: " When 1 go up ro Emergency this one nurse up there ...y ou know ... like 
wouldn't act. You know Iike / was standing there and I was reafly really sick 
And I was throwing up blood and I war standing there und I was feeling REAL 
rveak, il was lute at night, il look her, / rhink. 1.5 minutes before she came and sce 
me. .. . . / was trying to Say excuse me but I was (ou weak 

Lea: "mmhmrn. how was she when she acrually srarred ralking to you? Was 
rherc. ., rvas she like apologctic abour . .. uh ... raking her rime? 

Mattie: "No. She was a// snooty. "oh whar " l forger whar she said "may I heIp 
you?" like a mean tone a/voice. and / says "yeah. /'m si& h throwing up 
hlood". "oh reafly?" she says. ... ' 'oh jusr go sir over there and I'I! be right wilh 
you. 

Mattie was talking about an experience she had with the nurses at the hospital 

emergency department. It could be an experience with any two people as the main 

characters in this exchange. But it isn't. There is no mention of race o r  ethnicity, but for 

Mattie there was an awareness that her lndianness was a contributing factor. Based on 



past experiences, her perceptions are formed around cenain feelings and dynamics and 

with this exchange she has the feeling i t  has to do with race. 

Leu: "Whar do you rhink rhar is about?" 
Marrie: "Mmmhm, I think the rucisrn. Thar's rhe way l feel. Because of our 
culrure. The color of ourskin ... l think ..." 

It is inevitable that Mattie would come to that conclusion. if this exchange had 

occurred between two people who are considered to be of the dominant society with no 

visible, linguistic or behavioural differences, then the reason for the attitude would not be 

attributed to racism. Among members of the dominant society this is a pnvilege that 

gocs unrecognized and is taken for granted. When you live within an oppressed group, 

the dail y experience of your di fference from the dominant society frarnes how you see 

and evaluate the world. (Elliot & Fleras, 1992) 

In the dominant society, if a white person has an exchange with someone with an 

attitude, their own racial heritage is not questioned or evaiuated. One does not have to 

feel bad because of who they are, correctly or incorrectly. There may bc something else 

that they question because of the exchange, such as timeliness or their own tone of voice. 

bot the question of their basic value as a person does not immeditely become an issue. 

Josephine: " ... a, the campus. Just beccruse of rhe differenf uh, . . .ruces rhur 
are rhere. Like oh, il's wefï ...p redominanriy native or white people. Umm. 
Wharever their backgrounds are. l'm no( sure. Uh. Andjust rensions. Thar corne. 
You know rhar just .. .corne... because you have rhese kidr coming out of high 

school who don'[ know anyrhing abour, reaily native people. And issues and rhey 
con just spour offand say the mosr horrijic rhings YOU KNOW rhey've heard from 
r he ir parents. And f mean sumerimes there 's people walking, Native people. 
walking out of the classes crying or. ..or.. . cl~%-ferenl rhings. And / mean. I'm 
aiways one to srand up and say, Hey no W. keep yourselfin check and think o/ 
w h ~ r  you're saying; and acruaily have some knowledge before you Say ir. " 
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The situation that Josephine has just identified relates to the obvious and overt 

rhings that can happen which make racism real for people. It is not always so readily 

tangible. Usually racism is masked or justified under the guise of  sorne other value. "1 

am allowed my fieedom of speech ..." Overt comments, or obvious "rnisunderstandings" 

do not show themselves too ofien in this day and age, mostly because we have driven it 

underground- The term "politicaily correct" has been thrashed into everyone's vocabulary 

as a kind of policing of  language. Although politically correct language is more in tune 

with the modem understanding and liberal viewpoints of the enlightened few, it 

unfortunately has also become a tongue-in-cheek expression of fnrstration for the 

majority of people who are conhsed or  apathetic about what the issue is. Although 

politicai correctness may have stopped a nation of  people from using the word "squaw" in 

casual conversation, the rneanings and thoughts that are embodied by the use of this term 

are still present. 

This swi tch to the supposedl y non-offensive language of  poli tical correctness is 

identified by Alfred (1999) as Canada's attempt to "assuage the guilt ofcolonialism, but 

in fact it is only a cover for the state's continuing abuse of indigenous peoples." (p. 83) 

''The only value in the word play is for white people, who do not have to face the 
racisrn built into the structure of their supposedly enlightened country. Natives 
face the same conditions and suffer the same abuses, except that now the problem 
is Iess obvious because, instead of being Indians governed by the state as wards 
under the Indian Act, they are now recognized as 'Abonginal' peoples with an 
'inherent right' to 'self- govemrnent'. Go to a reserve, look around, and ask 
yourself if lndians are any better off because white society has relieved itself of 
i ts terrninological burden." (p. 83) 



Gina: ". . .rheyjusi ~urned rheir backs on K.. and threutened (O mke my kidr away 
i j l  didn'r gel [hem oflrhe srreer. Everybody kcpt saying "weii, ihey're supposed ro 
helpyou"and they didn'r! So ir was.../don'r know. 1 ...jusi was thinking i / l  was a 
while rvoman ... rny picture wouid probably be in the paper with: "look at rhis poor 
wornan! She's out on the street with her kids an no place to live ... and can you 
help her?" Thar kind of rhing was what / was thinking or the rime-" 

The book, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, by Paulo Friere ( 1  997,ZOth Anniversary 

Edition) talks about theorïes o f  oppressed peoples and the manner in which stniggle 

occurs. ideals which are taken on by oppressed groups and behaviors that are contrary to 

what is desired. At one point he says, 

"the oppressed, at a certain moment o f  their existential experience , adopt an 
attitude of adhesion to the oppressor. ... Their perception of themselves as 
oppressed is impaired by their submersion in the reality of oppression. At this 
level, their perception of themselves as opposites of the oppressor does not yet 
signiQ engagement in a stniggle to overcome the contradiction, the one pole 
aspires not to liberation but to identification with its opposite pole." (p.28) 

In the excerpt fiom Gina above, it strikes m e  that there are a couple of things 

going on. if one were to analyze this situation with this framework in mind. As  a member 

of an oppressed group, Gina is becoming aware of  the inequities that exist in the world 

for her. She is aware that tbere is a have group. which is predominantly white, and a have 

no[ group to which she belongs. She doesn't like it. She verbalizes that to me. She does 

not say anything to the members of the "haves" that have contributed to the way the 

world is. She has adopted the way of k i n g  that oppressed groups have found themselves 

in. But as Friere identifies, it is not an al1 round equitable world that the oppressed group 

members necessarily want. They initially want what their oppressors have and in the 

same manner. 

Gina illustrates her situation by comparing what may happen if she was not native 
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but white. She evaluates her pain against what she could have o r  have avoided if she was 

white- Not only would she be on the front page of the paper, she would be getting the 

help and sympathy of other white people and her situation would be fixed to help 

maintain the status quo. 

Friere points out that the oppressor in this relationship wants to maintain the 

status quo and keep the power within iheir own group. 

"The oppressor knows full well that intervention (in the reality of the power 
differential) would not be to his interest. What is to his interest is for the people 
to continue in a state of submersion, impotent in the face o f  oppressive reality- (p. 
35) 

In Friere's theoretical terms, then, it makes logical sense that the white people at 

the social services omce would not make efforts to help Gina transform her situation. 

And so too, i t  holds that Gina wishes only to join the oppressor group. thereby becoming 

one of  the haves. Adams ( 1995) describes this as a colonial menraliry which is "the 

intellectual dimension in the (oppressed)group of emotional and psychological 

pathologies associated with intemalized oppression." (p. 70) He says that this is just as 

tiarmful to a society as self hatc is to the individual and that this mentality "blocks people 

frorn seeing bcyond the conditions created by the white society to serve its own interests." 

(p. 70) 1 don't believe that Gina tmly understands what is happening in terrns of  power 

and oppression on a theoretical level but she does understand it on a persona1 level. She 

knows that she doesn't have, and that others do and that she wants what they have. 

There is a sense that develops over time, It arrns the membcrs of the minority 

group wi th the skill needed to know when they are in danger. 1 mean danger in the broad 
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sense. Am I going to get my feelings hurt? Are my children going to witness something 

that 1 do not know how to explain? 1 believe we leam this sense by repeated exposure to 

these incidents of inequity and racism that are hurtful and humiliating. We do not want to 

be exposed to this risk if we do not have to be. This sense contributes to why an 

individual makes the choices they make. A health center designed for a specific ethnic 

population helps to address this sense. In the section of the findings relating to the 

Health Center itself 1 will address this more fully, but it is important to note the link 

bctween racism and the decisions we make. 

Perception of 0th ers 

In this section I want to bring together some of the statements that came up in my 

conversations with the women 1 interviewed. I do not want to make this a voyeuristic 

experience of looking in on sorneone else's pain or exploitation. What I do want to do is 

clarify the thoughts that the women 1 interviewed have in their minds about what 

transpires on a daily basis. Although 1 called this section perceptions ofothcrs, 1 cannot 

really know if thesc statement are the actual perceptions of others. All I know to be tme 

is that these are the perceptions that the women have based on their perceptions of the 

experiences with others. They have interpreted the interactions with others as revealing 

what the others may perceive about them. This is an important point. We make decisions 

based on what we believe and know to be true or false. If 1 thought that someone 

perceived me as being less worthy than they are. I might be inclined to either avoid 

contact with them or to set out to disprove their opinion. My choice would take into 



consideration what 1 believed to be true about what they were thinking. 

The foliowing passages reveal a small portion of the experiences that these 

women have had that frame what they think about others, and what they think others feel 

about them. 

G i na: "I've al ways pur up wirh a lot of prejudice. No marrer where / go or ho w 
O id / am. Like when 1 was in schooi. rhe kids.. . didn'r really fike me a lot because / 
was narive ... and their idea of an Indian was somebody that they saw on TV, you 
kno w?. . . Riding on horses and carrying tomahuwks! And kiifing white peopie! 
And rhar was ~heir perceprion (laughrer). They rhoughr / was kind of weird, 
(laughs). . . I guess. 

Gi na: "The people in Chilliwack are jusi like ... l'ci say...more than half are reaily, 
realiy.. . do NOT iike Firsr Notions people. A T AL L! I don 'r kno w i/you've ever 
been in rhar kind of ...y ou knorv ...p osirion where you're around somebody where 
YOU K M 0  W rhey don 'r like you! Jus[ because.. .you know.. .you ke Firsr Nurions. 
Il 's really strong rherr ! " 

1 n the passage selected from Gina, she so vehemently believes that those around 

her who are white are prejudiced. Her experience has told her that being First Nations is 

something that will be ridiculed or scomed by non-natives and shc has translated that into 

her core beliefs about the perceptions of  others. This is not to Say that she is wrong or 

right in her beliefs. but simply that these beliefs influence how she perceives the world 

and how she will choose to go about functioning in it. 

Howard Adams ( 1  995) discussed a study of Aboriginal cornmunities o n  racism 

where alrnost three quarters responded that racism prevents them from achieving their 

goals. 

"...'I'hc majori ty claimed that they wcre victims of employment discri mination. 
More than 50% stated that being discriminated and stereotyped were the worst 



things about k i n g  Indian. Racism also cdored reserve Indians' friendships and 
social activities-three quarters responded that their ability to form friendships 
was restrkted to the confines of  the reserve. Not surprkingly 80% o f  reserve 
I ndians reported that they mamed 1 ndians. Racism clearl y circumscri bes and 
narrows Natives experiences. It continues to be a major force o f  Aboriginal 
oppression and isolation."(p. 165) 

Racism has a profound effect on our perceptions o f  our surroundings. Gina is living 

within a racist world, she f m e s  her interactions with others with this in mind and 

subsequently judges outcomes in her life as k i n g  influenced by these forces. 

The following are a variety of excepts from Josephine. 

". .. Like 1 don? have many relarionships wirh ... whife people. So I don ? know ho w 
rhey view me. So I mean. mosr oJmy relarionships are wifh the other narive 
srudenrs or o rher srudenrs.. . " 

" Ir's ... rvell, whire females around rwenryfive. rhey seem ro rake a fascinarion. 
And ir drives me nuts! Because rhey wunr ro be "my friend". Only becarcse they 
wunr ro find our abour Indians! You know? ..... rhere's rhis one girl who jus[ .., is 
. . .persisrenf in rhar- And she [ries ro ralk abouf issues, and if's no! a friendship. 
Btrr il 's jus/ like she 's rrying ro suck al1 rhis intorrnarion.. . " 

"ln ail my classes, because there is whar is called. whar I call rhe roken chaprer 
hecause now every rexrbook /Re/ dedicares one chapfer to native issues. And 
ah.. . my crim class and the o ver-represenrar ion of Firsr .Nurions people in 
prison ... and acrually we all had ro pick one chaprer ouf of ihe book [O do rhis 
presenration on. And / was rhe only native student in rhe class and of course, yotr 
know, people are looking al me like-.. 'well I want lo write on [his First Narion-v 
Arc you going [O corne in our group ' un d /'m like NO! 1 avoided if.. if jusr seems 
likc f ha1 's whar people expecr. You kno w? 1 mean / do. 1 kno w of all our issues 
brrr . ..people rhink you should h o  w E VER YTHING ubou f if and specialize jusr 
in ihat!" 

"Thar S anorher thing [ha[ drove me nurs. is rhaf my friend and 1 were sirring in 
(he '.Y u Firsr Nations guy) we were sirring ourside of ihe cufereria one day up in 
Nunaimo and this girl cornes. unorher Narive girl and she sits beside us.and 
she jus[ moved here from somewhere far away. I can't recali where, and she 
.rrarted ialking to us. She sirs down and she goes 'so are you guys in rhe Arfs (Inc. 

program?' And if jus1 REALL Y BOTHERED ME! You know, / mean. I know 



rhe Arts Une program and / know lors of people in rhere. but if  jus! seems like if's 
ASSUMED! Because you 're Firsr Nurions rhar A LL you 're srrrdying are F i m  
Nalions ' program or ropics or.. . or.. . whar nor. " 

". . like she 's full native and she goes. "oh Josephine. /s she thar very pale rhin girl? 
(laughrer). My sisfer like fiom her [one and everyrhing she goes; "I don ? know 
whar she was implying by rhar remark but she put a VER Y HEA W ernphasis on 
PALE." 

"So ... 1 fhink. being haifyou ger if  /rom bo~h sides. Bêcause narive people. some, 
nor all. some ... have their ideas on whar Inclion is. II's like you have ro be as dark 
us me andyou have ro be ...y ou know. and ah ... and rhen on rhu white side if's like 
"well you're not as whire as me." So 1 don1[ knorv. 

These passages selected from the interview I had with Josephine a re  full of  

content for analysis. What 1 want to make note o f  is the impact of perception o n  

Josephine. In one  o f  the selected passages, Josephine is called pale by another native 

girl. Joscphine is mixed bIood ancestry. Among the native community this is an isstre. 

Part o f  the govemrnent's attempt at  assimilation through colonization fits with the 

philosophy o f  "divide and conquer". Through labelling, assigning numbers and 

cstablishing a hierarchy within the Aboriginal community, the governrnent has created an 

environment of mistrust, competitiveness and division. "As Aboriginals o f  intemal 

colonies we have to give careful attention to tribal divisions, mechanisms and narnes that 

fbster interna1 tri bal conflict." (Adams, 1995) Adams ( 1995) identifies the sentiment that 

rnany Aboriginals feel o n  an emotional level, that of  Status o r  treaty Indians asserting 

their inclination towards exclusiveness and prirnacy, atop the Non-status Indians, [nuit 

and Metis. 

Josephine is asked if she is in Arts One. a program for predominantly native 

students. This assumption makes her crazy. She is expected to  participate in the analysis 
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of the token Indian chapter in her classes. This too drives her crazy. !t is not about not 

wanting to be identified as native, but it is about the narrow and limiting perceptions of 

others and al1 expectations that go along with that. These perceptions occur both within 

our own racial group and outside of it. Note that this struggle is verbalized by the one 

woman who has identified her rnixed ancestry io me. She is aware of her position as a 

mixed blood native wornan and sees and feels the perceptions of others in relation to this 

fact. 



Being Half 

Being half. .. 
you know, 
f-ialf o f  what? 
HaIf in 
HaIf out 
Half empty 
Half fidl 
I'rn half 
Just half. 

Maybe that explains 
why I'm not really angry 
I'rn just sorta mad. 
1 kinda fit in 
I'rn alrnost a pass 
I'M HALF 
just half. 

1 want to be whole 
And maybe 1 am, 
but a hole o f  what kind in the eyes o f  my friends? 
One that's dug out and then quickly filled in 

by the thought of  the otfiers ... 
But there's room at the top. it's not quite full up 
It's only just ... 

I'rn half 
Just half ,... only half. ..yes hall! 
1 guess that explains it  all. 
.... or maybe only half. 



THEME THREE: PERCEPTIONS OF CULTURE 

The issue of  culture is inextricably entwined with al1 the subtopics that 1 have 

identi fied in this analysis. 1 t is a critical point in the thesis. Culturally sensitive cure .... 

yet the whole concept of culture eludes both me and the women 1 interviewed in a 

concrete way. 1 have corne to believe that people have a general sense o f  knowing what 

culture is rather than king able to succinctly define it for themselves and in terms that 

they know as  tme for their lives. The following discussion incorporates two sub-themes 

that seemed to anse from the participants words about culture: Culfure as 

dcJned/understood by the participants. and Respect. 

Cdture as Defied by the Participants 

I have provided a generic definition of culture and a discussion o f  the topic from a 

theoretical perspective in my literature review. In this portion of  the data analysis I have 

chosen to compile statements that relate to the concept o f  culture from the perspective of 

the participants and what they deem are the perspectives o f  those around them- 

Jose phine: ". .. But / ruk  whar worh for me. And I add orher rhings. Yuu k m  W. 

Ah. 1 may bc part ofthis cult ure bui O ther nat ive cul~wcs wiii ulso influence me. 

Lee: "Uhmmm. So. und fhen y o u k  talking about culture. Are you tulking uhour 
~hings like ceremony or ritual? 

Josephinc: "Yes.. . . " 

Lee: "Sh rhings likejumily gatherings? Or umm the way you decorate your 
house ..or the foods you eut. Would you conrider thar ihose have been injlurncrd 
in riny way by heing un Aboriginal woman or that. .... do you know what I rneun? 
Like other than the ceremony or ritual ... " 



Josephine: "Umm. Well. for the surrounding rhings, like the uh ... /ikc furni~ure 
and nicr hou~.e. i f s  whar Ifind arrracrive. (laugh) / mean. From sociery or /rom 
culrure or ... from wharever. / mean. I have some Native art and / huvr some 
wharever.. - contemporary art.. . if is jus[. .. wharever I find. And likc. Okay, welf 
rharlII look good on my wall!-. . 

Lee: " Yeah. So if's jusr a personal choice rhere. 

Josephine: Uh huh. The things if's nor ... /ger cookbookr al/ rhe rime. / like 
cooking. ...O it 's no/.. . l gel Mexican cookbooh. And Chinese cookhaok~. /jus[ 
ah.-.a bil of everything .... 

Lee: Uhmm. So rhere's no Coast Sdish family recipe rhar h m  been handed down 
rhrough your mom or ..rhere's no[ rculfy rnuch ofthai? Or fhruirgh yuur dudis 
fumily [hem's a dish rhar you see? You won't miss seeing when youh  wirh 
rnembers ofyour norive family? No  rhing like rhar eh? 

Jose p hine: Umm. Well f mean rhere 's cerroin ways rhar my farnily 3- preporedjirh 
and bread und ... and wharnor. And / make thar. Occasionally. kinda like 
jish. SU i f k  like I cookfish und I'm the only one thut carsjish. Yozr know (Irrughs) 
So /ha[ 's crifical. (laughs). 

In the exchange just transcribed, Josephine and mysel f enter into what 1 now cal1 

the international food discussion. t have had this experience many many times with 

people when trying to discuss culture. 1 believe that when people are uncenain o f  what 

they are trying to Say, they will revert to sornething that they can speak about. Cultural 

discussions arc one instance where the subject matter can be so abstract that one must 

rcturn to the concrete to feel safe. 

1 recall attending a workshop o n  racism with a few nurses in which the discussion 

came to a place where everyone was explaining how un-racist they were and how their 

families had exposed them as children to  al1 different cultures by taking them to various 

cthnic restaurants. I knew then that this had to be a coping mechanism ot'either 



siruggling to identify whai you want to say but noi knowing how or of absolving 

yourself o f  the possibility that racism might be integrated into the way you interact with 

others. 

Josephine and 1 were stniggling trying to corne up with something about culture 

that made sense for us. 1 was as unskilled at asking the questions as she was at answering 

thcm. We reverted to food. It was concrete, we could ident ie  specific ethnic food 

groups and offer them up in the discussion as filler. I ended u p  feeling somewhat 

dissatisfied with this line of questions. 

Helman (in Lea, 1994) suggests that "culture is an inherited lens o f  shared 

concepts and rules of meaning whereby society's members perceive the world, guide their 

behavior and determine their emotional reactions in daily living."(p.307) Assuming this 

is tme, then one's pursuit of a 'fit' with the dominant culture/society would tend to 

incorporate the shared rules set by that society. This 'inhentance', is typically the legacy 

of the colonization experienced by Aboriginal people in this country. In our stmggles to 

find a fit, often our cultural values and rules become those o f  the dominant society. This 

occurs to the extent that a 'traditional' cultural value system or set of  rules is subjugated, 

lost or  forgotten. This is possibly a reason for the difficulty these women had in 

discussing cul tunt  standards. They may no longer feel awareness or attachment to the so 

cailed 'traditional' values, or  even know what they consisted of. 

Lea: ?fyou had to put inro words, whaf ir means to you.. . or your experience of 
heing C'o wicharr or a native womon? Ho w would you describe thal? 

Mattic: Our culfure? 



Lee: Maybe. Yeah. is if ...yc. ak ta lk  abour (ha[ maybe. 

Mattie: /'m a strong believer in our culture ...y0 u know. 1 was brought up, IO 

believe in the good Lord as well as the Creator. I believe in saving your 
soul.. . . We used îo travel when I lived with my lale mom,. -=fish 
lak~s.. . (pause). . . and-. . . ah. I don 7 &no W. 

1 think that this exchange typically sums up the immediate responses that most 

people may have when faced with the direct question about culture. My question started 

out rather obliquely, asking Mattie to talk about herself in terms of being a Native 

woman- For Mattie this meant her culture specifically . But how do  you describe what 

you live every day? I don? think that most of  us could say in a nutshell what our 

"culture" is. For Mattie, her experience has been influenced by Christianity and 

coloni-zation. She is searching for something to tell me about 'traditional culture'. She 

talks about fishing lakes, which she hasn't done in years but still feels cornpelled to offer 

up to me. 

Respect 

The term respect is one that people often think of  when talking about Aboriginal 

culture. I rcmember when 1 was in university learning about the importance that First 

Nations people place on the concept of  respect and to "respect your Elders", and "respect 

Mother Earth". As I look at these of3 turned phrases now, 1 smile to rnyself because I 

really believed at the time that they were the mainstays of  the cultural beliefs of 

Aboriginal people ... each and every one of  us throughout this country. 

Smirking aside, 1 have corne to understand more about this concept through my 
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own personal work and through my work with First Nations communities as a nurse. 

Annette Browne (1995) talks about the concept of respect through the eyes of  an 

Aboriginal community, Her findings present respect demonstrated through various 

caring interactions between clients and care providers. She iists six main characteristics 

identified as k i n g  apparent in a respecthl interaction. (See p.34 o f  my literatwe review) 

These six characteristics are consistent with what I have come to  understand as part of rny 

role as a caregiver- Although at first glance they rnay seern quite generic, they are 

probably critical to establishing a caring relationship with rnost clients, and with Native 

clients particularly. 1 Say this not because of  the inherent value that the traditional 

Aboriginal cultures rnay have piaced on respect, but because o f  the history o f  inequality 

and oppression that Aboriginal peoples have encountered in this country. in order to 

bridge the gap in services, attention must be given to the process o f  connecting on an 

individual level given the diversity o f  the cultural continuum in this time in our history. 

in my interviews with the participants. the word respect did not surface as much 

as did the charactenstics of respect. Each participant spoke o f  things that made an 

interaction with a caregiver comfortable or  uncornfortable. These characteristics are 

identified more fülly in part o f  my discussion of  the Tsewultun Health Center 

spcci fically. 

My interview with Penny resulted in the most use of the term respect in the 

context of our discussion about culture- Penny's understanding of her culture is bound by 

hcr understanding o f  respect. Penny has had the experience of  k i n g  in the post 

secondary school milieu and has had the opportunity to think about the question of 



culture. She has had formal instruction from an Eider and in her courses on what the 

Cowichan culture is about. "-. .and I 'm taking ah.. . um. .. teuchingsfiom the Eiders, for my 

class. You h o  w I had to go to schooi /O learn. .. rhar... rhat my way was no/ the right 

way.. . and rhat respect. cure and share is.. is realiy important to me. " 

Penny's replies to al1 of rny questions would keep coming back to some basic 

teachings fiom her Elders. She integrated her cultural knowledge into her understanding 

of her worfd and specifically identified herself at the begiming of OUT interview as a 

"culrural woman ". The following are a few of the excerpts and quotes taken from the 

interview with Penny: 

" Weil.. . it is out culture Io respect ourselves. Our culture is buif! on respect. 
And. ../ want to grow you Io ... to respecr yourselfas a youngperson, respect 
yourself as a young woman und respect yuurself as an Elder because you want f o 
be r eaching other people to respecr.. . " 

"... I rernember sorne things my mom said ro me und I talk about it. And..mostfy 
ah ... / talk about respect. Uh..my Eider he said to me. he said to the whole clms. 
he said, respect care and share. So from rhar I draw alor of rny strength. /...l say 
weii, our culture is buih on respect. care and shore." 

". . . a conversation / had wit h my Elder.. . abou rwo weeks ago, / sa w him; we werr 
raiking about respecl/ul ah.. . we were [alking about being forthright. An J if's nof 
orrr culfure to be forthright." 

" Yes, because ah ...as I said earlier. ..my Elder says respect care and shareWi/ we 
respect other people, then / think we 're culfurally addressing the person. " 

1 find this last statement to be the most powerful of al1 her comments about 

culture. She talks about culturally addressing another person. This succinctly 

summanzes what 1 think most people would like from an interaction with others. 

Respect. 1 t is simple but completely changes the nature of an interaction between two 



pcopte, depending on whether it is present or  not. 

In the interview with Mattie, she talked about situations and feeling that she had 

that were neither negative nor positive. M e n  1 asked her directly about the concept of 

culturally sensitive care she simply stated, "no motter whor rype ofperson walkî in the 

door,. .you jus! gor ro show rhem respect for.. . rhat person's needx Thar's just how I feel. 

C'urwcr everybody 's needs are rhe same / think " 

Culturai Address 

What is your address? 
1 mean where do you hang? 
Do you have a reservation? 
Or is it just time. ..CO barge your way in, 
having bided your time, 
a mere 500 years of  waiting sublime, 
for the moment of tmth. ..on the taxpayers dime 
just waiting to hear, . . . that simple hello 
a genuine reach for the human comection. 
the cultural address.. . 
Respect 



THEME FOUR: SOCIETAL SYSTEMS 

Within every society there are those who "have" and those who "have not". In 

Canada, the First Nations people have corne to be regarded as those who "have not", by 

the  standards of the material western world. Without quoting statistics, I can reliably 

state that many of Canada's First Nations people live below the poverty line. many have 

minimal formal education and many are involved with our welfare system. 

Of the four women that 1 intewiewed, two were currently on social assistance and 

two were students at pst-secondary school living on student allowances and loans. 

Money was identified as a major source of stress for al1 o f  them. 

The theme that I have identifled here I have cailed Soc ietal Systems. 1 have also 

named two sub-themes within it: the Welfare System, and Education. In the interviews 

with the women, these themes came up as rnuch as anything else in terms of putting 

context into their lives. Their lack of money or ability to get money was a major concern 

for al1 of them. They al1 identified wanting something better for their children than what 

they grew up with and for thern that meant an end to poverty and living cheque to cheque. 

The participants of  the project did not identifi al1 the societai systems that affect 

them as being instrumental in detennining where they access their hzalth care. My 

purpose in placing this section here is to acknowledge the issues that were revealed in the 

interview process that were important to the women. Poverty can and is very damaging 

to an individual's self esteem, especially in a society that values rnoney, ie: the more the 

better. Wearing old clothes, not having transportation, having to tell your children no on 

a daily basis, and waiting in line ups for a three minute audience with your financial aid 



worker al1 take their toll on an individual's sense o f  self. 

The issues of  money/welfare and education were common to al1 the women and 

came up so frequently that 1 felt they were integral to the true understanding o f  my 

participant's experience. For this theme 1 have chosen to illustrate what the women have 

said in order to contextualize for the reader the Iives that these women live, 1 am coming 

to understand that to provide the respect or cultural sensitivity that is required and aspired 

to at the health center, it is probably more important to understand the circumstances and 

nature o f  the culture in transition that surrounds al1 of the Aboriginal people that we 

encounter, than to subscrïbe to a set o f  traditional vaiues that exist within a vacuum of 

societal stiilness. 

The Welfare System 

The welfare system or  "SA" (social assistance) as we affectionaiely cal1 it, is 

Canada's social safety net. Although it is there for those who desperately need help. i t  is 

a structure that challenges us as a society in ways we arejust begiming to recognize. 

Being on welfare is something to be ashamed of in this country. Recipients curse it yec 

count the days until it arrives. Gina's discussions about k i n g  on weltàre exemplified a 

common experience for the welfare poor. The system is very structured and does not 

allow for flexibility or  creativity in matters of money. Any income generated on the side 

by a family must be reported to the govemment and thereby taken off their next welfare 

cheque. This results in either forcing the recipient into a deceitful situation where rnoney 

goes undeclared, o r  simply encourages the familylindividual to remain dormant in their 



pursuit of monetary gains. Once you are in the system it is very difficult to get out and 

on your own. 

Underfunding of the program puts a strain on staffmg. Rules are set up to 

minimize the amount of time clients have to contact their "workers", thereby further 

alienating human relationship from the system. It i s  a humiliating experience to line up at 

the door of the human resources office for the three o'clock cattle cal1 of allowable 

appointment times. The numbers of people usually stretch outside the doors of  the office 

and women and children can be viewed standing in the rain waiting in line for their 

chance to see the one person who controls their financial life. This hi& at an emotional 

level reinforcing feelings of low self esteem and worthlessness. 

In her discussion on contemporary caring , Patricia Moccia (1988) says that 

"our post industrial society is designed in the interests of a technical-purposive 
rationality rather than in the human interests- That is, social systems promote an 
ever more eficient domination of nature and people rather than and ofien at the 
cost of the preservation, fostering and release o f  their potentials. Sustained by 
competition and personal isolation, such a system obstnicts opportunities for 
people to be connected to a community and for a community to fulfill its 
responsibilities to its memben. As a result, our contemporary culture is described 
and defined by its alienation and fragmentation, a widening gap between the 
haves and the have nots and increased Levels of  violence against persons, nations 
and nature. (p3 1 ) 

This widening of the gap described in the preceding passage aptly fits the 

situation that is created within the welfare system. Income assistance is a costly program- 

In the immediate realm it only costs us money. It does not generate or produce like that 

of big business or  industry. It is not tlscally beneficial. Therefore it  is kept under 

controlling forces with a power over structure that stigmatizes and marginalizes its 



recipients in order to make i t  unattractive and therefore a resource of last resort. 

Gina is a woman who is deeply entrenched in this system. She has eight children 

and could not support herself or her family with a minimum wage job, but does not have 

the education to qualify for anything better. She therefore depends on welfare to support 

her and her farnily. The following are excerpts from my interview with Gina. 

Lee: "So your experience of being in the weyare system, ho w do you rhink ihur 
fhar has aflected you or can you describe to me how if . ..how it makes you Jèel. or 
how ir has shaped the way that you've become a woman? 

Gina: "/ don 'r know. It rnakes me feel helpless also. You kno w- .Am I cun 'l ger 
anywhere! I mean.. /'m.. . Sure I've got eighr kiak and I've had them. mosr o / r  hem 
are al1 close in age, excepi for a couple of them ... three years aparr. I t e  never 
been able to ... to get hooked up with anybody thar will help me get offrhe sysrern 
und take cure of rny kids financially. on my O wn, and. .. 

Lee: ".So you fiel a bir powerless?" 

Gina: "Yeah, if's like you can'r ... ldon't know. Iguess irs iike being in ~ h e  wnrer 
and no1 being able ro mach one of those li/e tube fhings. And you know rhey 
come up with . . . um.. ,lirsr ir was family ai10 wance.. . no w it 's ah.. . child fax, and 
rhen rhey come up with u family bonus. And everybody rhought they were p i n g  
ro be getting more rnoney. you h o  W. A11 the poor people. 

Lee: "right. " 

Gina: "And rhey givv you the family bonus but when you're on Welfare. ~hey  iirs~ 
rake ir all. So you hn'r . . .y ou don? gain anyrhing! 

Gi na: If.. . Like the welfare system really let me down. They le3 me and my.fumily 
out on the streer in January. NO help at all! 

Lee: "Mhmmmm" 

G ina: "You know. Couse the guy at the welfare ofpce ... he didn'r wanr norhing to 
do wirh me! When / wenr in there and told thern rhat we were out on the srreet. / 
used every penny rhur I had to keep us o//ihe srreer for almosr a week I didn'r 
ask for m y  house ro burn do wn. I didn 't you kno W.. . I came here wit h .. .you kno w 
. . . inrentions O fJnding somebody ro help me.. . which was my farher-in-law, I said. 



and he rnoved So rhere's no one. You know ... if's no1 my fauh he moved" 

Gina continued to talk throughout our interview about examples o f  where the 

system had let her down. She has very definite thoughts about how she has ended up in 

her situation and they are related to her emeshment  with the wel fare systern. Her story 

is not uncornmon. That feeling o f  powerlessness can be imrnobilizing. Gina is deeply 

ernbedded in a world where a lot of other people have a say over what decisions she 

rnakes and reinforce her belief that "she can't". She must report to the workers at the 

human resources office regularly. If she has questions or concerns about her SA 

payments she is only allowed to cal1 between 3:OOprn and 3:30 pm each aftemoon. She is 

not involved in choosing which financial aide worker (FAW) is assigned to her "case" (ie: 

lifc) despite the fact that she must care for her farnily based on her relationship with her 

FA W. Gina is resentful and humiliated by the process and yet sees no alternative on  her 

horizon. 

Most of the women that 1 encounter in my job are currently on welfare. Al1 o f  the 

womcn 1 interviewed were on welfare at one time in their Iife, if not now. They are al1 

rcluctant to Say the word welfare. They wish for a better way of lifc. But for now this is 

their l i fe. This is Gina's ti fe. 1 t is important to understand the impact o f  this state o f  

being when encounterïng clients at the health center. 1s dependency cultural? No. Is it 

present in the clientele that 1 see at TsewuItun? Yes. 1s it related to the welfare system? 

Indeed. In this instance it is not so much the cultural sensitivity that needs to be 

promoted but the awareness of the structures that exist that influence and determine the 



way an individual lives their life. 

The concept of education is inherently linked to the potential for a better Iifestyie. 

A good education equals a good paying job. Or so we, as a society, believe anyway. 

Most of the women that 1 work with do not have a high school education. Most of the 

women that 1 work with became pregnant in their late teens, dropped out  of school, had 

the  baby, stayed home with them until the children were in school and then began to 

enroll in school thernselves. Most of the women that 1 see at the heaith center want a 

better life. They Say that they want to get an education. Most of them have to start with 

the basics like writing, spelling and math. 

For Josephine, education is a way for her to care for her daughter. She sees the 

value in k i n g  able to get a better paying job with an education. She feels that without i t  

she wiil be forced to work for minimum wage which holds no or few benefits. 

Josephine: "She 's always there and she 's part qfeverything / do. She was a part 
o/my education* .. um m... like I dropped our of high school be fore I had her. and 
well OK, so now I have this child. you know, 1 need ro be able to support her, 
look aJer her, so ro do rhar / can either get a minimum wagejob somewhere. 
jlipping burgers. or I con go ouf and ger an education and you know ... ofler her 
al/ rhe rhings I didn 'r have." 

Mattie's experience with dropping out of school is similar to many that I hear- 

Lee: "Where did you go to school? 

Mattie: "Quamichan" 

Lee: Mhmrnm 



Mattie: "and I didn'ifmish schooi. ... and we'd move out of rown every naw and 
then. you know, 'cause rny mom would leave my Dad and end up in Nanaimo. 
Wenr ro school out there for awhi/c.. . " 

Lee: "yeah. What was rhar like?" 

Mattie: "uh.. . ir was hectic. You kno w / really wanred to finish school. 
Whafever ... still want to sornetitnes. " 

Lee: " how old were you for your first baby? 

Mattie: "1 was ldgoingon 17." 

Lee: "Did you consider yoursel/as having been very young?" 

Mattie: "Too young I ihink I rhink I was a child rnyseifhaving a baby. I didnrt 
know about safe sex rhen. Taik ro my kids about if now, 'cause I want [hem to do 
rhingsS..no, rhat h saying that rhey 're rnisrakes. but ... but if's hard 

Both Mattie and Josephine have the common experience of having children early 

and not finishing high school. Mattie, has continued having children al1 through her 

twenties and is now recently a grandmother from her oldest son (1 8). Mattie is still 

pursuing her goal o f  a high school equivalency but on a very intermittent basis. 

Joscphine. on the other hand, has had no other children besides her daughter and has 

completed her high school diploma and is now nearing completion of a university degree. 

Children and the demands of  childrearing can seriously change plans and the 

course you will take towards getting a formal education. Not only are there demands on 

your t i me in ternis o f  parenting, but the stressors o f  dividing up the energy resources that 

one individual has between home and school make pursuing an education very difficult. 

This  is especially true when the woman is parenting alone and may not have the family 

support to help offset those demands. 
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Josephine, luckily. has family nearby who are al1 in the education mode. They 

help her when they can and provide motivation for her to continue. Mattie, however, has 

six chitdren, five of whom are still young and dependent on her, and no real partner(s) to 

depend on  for support. Fier f m i l y ,  immediate and extended, continues to struggle with 

the impacts of  alcohol abuse and is frequently in crisis. 

One must question, however. why, in the first place, it is that so many of the 

Aboriginal women that 1 encounter d o  not have the formal education offered in Our 

society. Are there inherent problems with Aboriginal women that make them unable ro 

Iearn? Or is Our education system inherently fraught with barriers to Aboriginal students? 

Some Aboriginal authors argue that our education system is a powerful indoctrination 

rool teaching native children the importance o f  submitting to the establishment. (Adams, 

1 995) Adams goes on to say that al1 schools share the cornmon goal o f  socializing 

children to the capitalist ideology and preventing counter-beliefs. This would prove very 

confusing to a child who is being raised in a home environment that is arnong the have- 

nots of society and ascribing to values and ideology that potentialty run perpendicular to 

ihc mainstream. 

Howard, then States, 

"The education system reproduces and legitimizes social inequalities. Metis, Inuit 
and Indians have had the lowest quality of life since the Europeans anived. 
Schools play a key role in passing the establishment's ideology onto the next 
genention. The mental frarnework of  one's analytical capacity to understand the 
existing political system is fixed, to large extent, by the schml .  (p. 4 1 )  

This statement sums up the political nature of education and its impacts on 

students who crawl through the system. It speaks loudly about govenunent agendas and 
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the fàct rhat there are larger issues at play than simply an studeni's individual ability to 

"rnake it" through to grade twelve. 

The other aspect o f  education that came out in concrete terms with Penny only, is 

the effects of her experience at residential school. The history and impacts o f  the 

residential school system have been widely documented and discussed on many levels in 

the Iast few years. (Adams, 1995) Issues of loss of  language, self esteem, and 

generational bonding have been documented as we1l as extensive testimony around 

sexual and physical abuse. (Tennant, 1990) These tegacies of the govemment's attempt 

at assimilation, although only spoken about here by one woman, have far reaching 

implications. The parents o f  Mattie and Gina al1 attended residential school as well as the 

materna1 grandparents of Josephine. The messages that they learned there about seIf 

hatred and cultural inferiority have k e n  effectively passed on to their chi ldren and 

childrcn's children. The effects are visible in the suffering that takes rnany forms in this 

community and others around the country. 

Penny makes a few statements about residential school that effectively sum up the 

common experience for many Aboriginal people. 

"ahmm, as a child I remember being happy with my mom and rhen / was removed 
/rom my home and pur inro a residenrial school. So ... so from rhur rime on. / 
. . . ah.. , felr overpowered.. .. " 

"rhey raised us in a strict manner ... 'you do as I rell you ro do, and rvhen 1 rell you 
ro do somerhing I expect you IO Say how high do you wanr me to jumpl-..lhe 
theme rhar seems ro run through their frye is ah ...y0 u can'r rhink for yourself, unril 
/ tell you how ro ~ h i n k  How can you leurn if I don? rell you? So irk really kind 
of backwards, " 

'! .. as i gor older 1 didn 'r wanr ro go back IO school. I wanred ro sray al 



home ... ah.. . / wenl because / wasn'~ karning and f wanred ro leurn. / wanred IO 

..go IO school and I wan~ed IO ger a job." 

''- ..;haf was rheir poinr of view, right ? They were going to Europeanize the narive 
population and !ha! was rheir stance. Thar w m  their agenda- They were going ro 
wipe our the nulive people. And how rhar aficred me wus ... / was beirer [han my 
people. / was berter than.. because I was becoming educated and because / was 
going ro ger a job ami I was going ro be self-suflciew and all this sfufl you 
know? And 1 wus going to be able to ralk fo white people ... " 

For Penny, she has clearfy had some time and help to try to demysti fy and 

deconstruct her experience at residential school. She understands the govemrnent agenda 

now. and the impacts of  oppression on self and behaviors. She still stniggles with this, 

but at Ieast she is able to articulate the origins o f  her pain. 

tt is important to recognize the phenornena of residential school in any work that 

is being done with Aboriginal people. I Say this as a general statement that must be 

factored into any discussion o f  Aboriginal cultural sensitivity. The culture as it exists 

today has gone through a food processor of sorts. The government's anempts at 

assimilation have resulted in changing the state o f  the traditional culture but not 

destroying i t  cornpletely. Aboriginal cultures, traditions and ceremonies continued to 

exist, but the people living within those cultures can only carry the unadulterated f o m s  of 

those cultures to the extent to which they themselves have been unadulterated. 

Aboriginal people have endured this imposed change and like it o r  not, it has affected 

cach and every one of us to some degree. The systems and traditions that exist today are 

those that have gone through that food processor and have corne out the other side and are 

now being enacted and lived by real people who are struggling to deal with the effect of  

this enforced change. 
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I have not gone into great detail o r  analysis with each of the two sub- themes. and 

it is important for me to state here that 1 have not exhausted discussion about them. 

There is more to say and much more leaming to be done. For the purposes o f  this paper, 

however, 1 hope to draw attention to the factors that the women spoke of in their 

interviews. Much has k e n  written on the social determinants of health and the influence 

of education and socioeconomic status on our overal l health patterns and well being. For 

my needs however. it is sufficient to identify that both welfardpoverty and education are 

important aspects o f  the participants' perceptions of their situations and are essential 

when considering the social and cultural context of the people you are working with. 

1 must reiterate that the traditional cultures o f  the first peoples have gone through 

trcmendous change and economic upheaval. When working with Aboriginal people 

today. one is working with someone who has been undeniably shaped by the economic 

result o f  oppression and the social impact o f  dismpted formal education pathways. 



THEME FIVE: RELATIONSHIPS A T  TSEWULTUN HEALTH CENTER 

The  last but most important theme that 1 want to discuss is about Tsewultun health 

center specifically. The other four themes have been included to provide essential 

context and perspective to the understanding of the lives of  the women and the provision 

of service- This final theme will focus on the central issue o f  the thesis which is the 

perceptions of services delivered at a culturally sensitive health center. 

Tsewultun Health Center's mission statement is: Cowichan health services 

prornotes a strong healthy communiîy, in the spirif of CO-operufion, / iom the wisdom of 

oirr Eider's we wiil pur into pracrise traditionai and non-fruditional ways to achieve an 

cmorional, spiritual. mental and physical well-being. Although this statement does not 

use the words culturally sensitive, this statement implies that some attention or  emphasis 

will be placed on culture through the teachings of the Elders and use of traditional ways. 

Since this health center was developed to meet the needs o f  the Cowichan people i t 

follows logically that a cultural ideology would be an underlying principle guiding the 

provision of services. 

My question has been about how the women 1 interviewed perceived the health 

centcr and are their experiences here a reflection of culturally sensitive care? What is the 

meaning of the health center for those women? 

What 1 have to present here are three sub-themes that came out of the interviews 

with the women. They relate to their experiences at the health center in very concrete 

terrns. 1 have broken them down into three categories that were common to al1 the 

interviewees. They were: 1)Relationships with Tsewultun Staff, 2) Negative perceptions 
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and 3) General Tsewuktun Comments. Out of these sub-themes 1 have extracted what 1 

deem to be the daily reality of the meaning of culturally sensitive care. 

In their interviews, as 1 have already discussed, the specific term culture was a 

detractor of  sorts from getting at real meaning. The word itself conjures up meanings that 

have been predefined for us somewhere in our history and may configure Our answer 

towards a direction other than what may be real for us. The cornments gleaned from the 

interviews ir! combination with the context discussed earlier provide the essence of what 

the care provided by the health center means for the women 1 interviewed. 

Relationslrips with Tsewultun Staff 

1 have corne to realize that a positive experience has a lot to do with the 

relationshi p that is forrned between the caregiver and the client. I donnt necessarily mean 

that a relationship must be a long term entity, with frequent interaction. What 1 am 

refcm'ng to is the actual interaction that takes place at the moment. 1s there a sincere 

communication between two individuals. incorporating al1 elements of respect? The 

comments from the women I interviewed seem to indicate that this was important to 

them. In the interviews words like "real", "support", "encouragement", "persona1 

relationship", and "take their time" indicate the importance ihat these women place on 

having a connection with the caregiver. 

Josephine talked a lot about one nurse in particular who had a big impact on her 

life. She established a relationship with this nurse when she had her baby and continued 

sceing her off and on throughout the first few years of  k i n g  a mother. 



"Then came ~ h e  jirst doy of school. M p i c k e d  me up and drove me IO myjrsr 
day of schoo l There was me and my daughler and XXX sirring in ihe car.. . and I'm 
like. .. I can't. You con jusr bring me home now because I 'm not going IO either of 
those places! Jusf lake me home! I'm nor sure how long we sar rhere. il seemed 
like forever! We were ouf in rhar parking /or! Then "do you suppose you couid 
corne into ~ h e  day care wirh me?" and il was "well-..you know thut's a door 
you 're going CO have ro open by yourselj " Evenrually ï did! I made LI in tha~ 
door so.. . so / mean ... and rhen ir 's kind of all schooi, I mean / graduaied and wenr 
on to university." 

Lee: Didyou bring yow daughler here for her shors? 

Jose phine: 'Wways wirh XlYiY, I'd sir Our rhere and wair unrd I could see XYX" 
"1 liked her! II was like we could jusr talk and ir was like grear! You know. " 

" wirh XiYX ir's always been more. / don'( know, I mean she woufd come out wirh 
me and we'd taik 1 could come here and ... fike I'd never go to my docror's oflce 
and srart crying! And say god! rny lije is in [urmoil!. . . . ir was more about 
e verything. A ll the Iittle bits. Not jus? ~ h e  medical side or nor jusr my daughter 's 
side. More whofe! Like she iooked at everything! 1 mean. like spirilual and weff. 
11 uiso means she like. poinred out whar was coming u d o r  my daughter. " 

" ...y ou can go into a house as a par~icipanr or an observer. You know! and it's 
like she came inro my house and she wasn't thar aloofstandoffish observer, you 
&no w Iike jwi going through ihe morions. You know she came and she sar!" 

Gina as well had some very distinct experienccs that kept her coming back to the 

hcalth center based on the relationship with one nurse. 

" . we were seeing XYX on a regulur basis and she knew how upser / was thar / 
was having IO have rhese tests done. We had to keep going hack II rvas a// 
negative you know. Up unril ~hat  rime we were done doing rhe I ~ S I S ,  ~ U I  she 
k ~ e w  thaï I needed someone to go ralk ro ... and we gor aIong reaf well. so siill 
no w when I try calling.. . / usually try ro get her firsr. " 

Mattie didn't specify one individual staff member or nurse but she did place an emphasis 

on the importance of relationship with the staff: 

Lee: "YOU feel comfor~ahie when you come in10 rhe heai~h Center?" 



Mattie: "yeah, more cornforrable than in rhe pst.-.get to know everybody. I rhink 
rhat's the reason why / was feeling those feelings ..- 'cause l ciiàn't know anybody. 
So then I got to  know everybody and / feel a lot more comfortoble, " 

In ail instances the women seem to  be emphasizing the nature o f  the relationship 

with the staff person/individual. They discussed how they felt and what happened that 

made the experience a good one. in al1 o f  the examples there is some sort o f  ernotional o r  

psychoiogical connection with the caregiver- The interaction is never identified as being 

eficieni o r  professional. It is evident that the women were feeling respected and heard. 

There is a dynarnic of power that eniers into any helper relationship, The nurse is 

the person with the health knowledge and the client is seeking it out. Benner ( 1  984) 

nssens that nursing expertise is a source o f  power that often has transfomative influence 

on client's lives. In this way it is not "power over" as  is the traditional relationship with 

medicine but has gone beyond that to become a power that enables others. This kind o f  

power is based on respect of others. requiring their active and equal participation. 

Peggy C h i m  in her book, Peace and Power. Ci-eating Community for the Future, 

( 1995) also talks about the impact of  power structures on relationships and how differing 

approaches to the use of power can influence outcome. She says that by vaiuing the 

personai power of  each individual and utilizing consensus in decision making with the 

client, each person's perspective is heard and considered. This enabiing power is based 

on respect for the diversity among people, rather than an expectation of conformity. 

For the clients who corne to Tsewultun, there is a connection based o n  the 

positive experience they have encountered in the past. The nurses and staff they have 
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encountered have related in a way that is meaningful for their lives. This doesn't happen 

by accident. This demonstrates the skill and inherent understanding that these staff 

rnembers have in working with Aboriginal people. There is a knowledge o f  the power 

structures that exist in society, the need to include the individual rather than exclude, the 

necessity to be heard and the basic human need for respect 

Negafive Perceptions 

i do  not want to spend too much time documenting the negative experiences that 

the women have identified. 1 feel that 1 have already mentioned this aspect in the sub- 

theme on racisrn. What I would like to do here is List some of  the statements that were 

made in relation to health services both at Tsewultun and other health agencies that 

contribute to the general overall sense of  dissatisfaction with the provision o f  services at 

either the health center or other agencies. 1 have included examples of  negative 

experiences from outside agencies here to illustrate situations that are contrary to the 

desired outcorne. It was also much easier for the women to describe situations that were 

negative for them and in which they felt uncornfortable than it was to discuss what they 

liked about Tsewultun. Often a positive comment about Tsewultun would follow a 

negative experience story. 

Jose phi ne:''. . .al/ ihese dixerent people knocking on my door saying.. .and picking 
ar rny child and ... and she wasn'r a baby you know? ... and these people came in 
and rhey picked ut her like she was a. - .a specimen.. . you h o  w ? And rhat 
. . . drove me nuts!" 

".. . Pediatricians! ... it drives me nuis! 1 mean I c d d  rip my haïr ouf! You know 
if's just-..and now if's only every six month. But before it was every three w e e h  



/ had ro go see him ... and ir was very condescending! His arrirude was very 
condescending! Ahh ... 'and whai are YOU doing now? And yes ...y ou've been u 
v e v  good rnorher haven'r you ... and how many pills a day have you heen gtvtng 
her? ' . .. . l mean if's jusr the attitude! " 

"...like (he orher people. rhey weren't in my home. rhey were al their job! You 
kno w? . .. il feir like rhey were . . something or someone d@erent [han me. you 
know? Ir's like...you know ... rhey were sa far away! And rhey rwre in my house! 
But rhey were sri11 far away. " 

Mattie: '!.. when Ijirsr wenr here 1 felt negative feelings. I don? know because if's 
probably my jirst rime walking here. .. 1 felt very uncomfbrrable. " 

". .. well, I've been rhrough alor in the past ... a lot of abuse ... and more or 
Iess..- fear.. .and well I guess you could more or fess say.. . more or Iess fear of 
whar ~ h e y  h o  w what 1 rvas going through. .. / mean,..behind closed doors ar 
home. .. " 

" / don? kno W. / /  rvas more or less fear I guess.. .thut 'i the reason 1 didn 'r rvanr ro 
corne by you kno W.. . crazy thoughts wenr through my head / guess. You h o  rv 
. . .p eople would ralk.. wondering whyyou're going there. Like you knoru. ussurning 
rhere 's somerhing wrong wirh you ail the time. " 

Penny: ". . . l was ralking, and [alking and talking.. . and then finally she asked me. 
you kno W. who was this. and / saYs.-. 'weil rhis is Penny', and she says. 'oh Penny! 

I rhought you were one of rhose orher people' and I think rhar's exacriy whar she 
said, (00. bur ... but ~ h e  [one wasn 'r the way / porrrayed ir bur rhe words sruck wirh 
me. And. ..and I wondered.. 'weii, whar does she rhink of other people?' ... / 
wondercd $. she rhoughr.. . thal.. . rhc Cowichan Nations was nof «hie r» . . . fo . . . Io 
ask for help ryrhey needed it- Thar was ... ah..a question. " 

In al 1 of the above excerpts there is an interpretation of the event thar leads to a 

negative feeling. The women identiS) fmstration, fear, confusion and an overall 

dissatisfaction with the situation. Josephine talks about feeling distanced, patronized and 

enduring an attitude problem with health care workers. Mattie talks about her fears of  

what she might encounter with other people. She féars the possibility o f  gossip. breach of 

confidentiality and judgement by others. This indicates a lack o f  trust in the workers she 
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is about to encounter which translates to personal safety concerns. Penny talks about an 

incident where she go1 the feeling that the person she was talking to had some biases or 

prejudices about the Cowichan Nation. She is unsure but has definite negative feelings 

and questions about the encounter identi fied. 

In al1 of these encounters, the dissatisfaction is about the connection or lack of 

connection with the individual in a way that feels right, ie: without fear ofjudgement. 

attitude or prejudice. The perceptions may or may not reflect the intent of the person thcy 

interacted with, but the perception is valid regardless. It is the way these women M t  in 

those situations. It is not likely that the intent of the caregiver was to result in a negative 

experience, but that was the outcorne. 1 n the moment when a caregiving transaction 

occurs, does it contain the substance necessary to meet al1 the needs of the client in ri 

wholistic way, be it cultural or otherwise? Or will the memories of  that transaction be 

one of hstrat ion because of what is perceived as a negative attitude is the dominant 

characteristic exhibited by the caregiver? 

In A. Browne's ( 1  995) article on respect she identifies contrary cases that help to 

clucidate what is regarded as disrespectful interaction between client and caregiver. She 

identifies "lack of respect stemming from discriminatory attitudes", (p. 104) similar to 

what both Josephine and Penny are talking about in their case. Mattie's comments 

confirrn another of Browne's contrary characteristics in her fears of  gossip. Browne states 

that "failure to provide privacy for patients" conveyed a sense of  disrespect for the 

patient's modesty . (p. 1 04). 

The following two sub-themes continue from this one. The perceptions of the 
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women regarding nurses. o ther  Tsewultun staff and Tsewultun prograrns are very much 

related to the feelings that thcy get  when interacting with them. 

Gerreral Tsewultun Cornmen fi 

In this last section 1 wanted to conclude by adding some  of the general  comments  

that the interviewees made about  Tsewultun that did not fit into any other  sub-theme 

category specifically. There  is nothing in this section that is distinctly diflerent frorn the 

other categones but 1 felt it is a good summary o f  their experïences o f  Tsewultun as a 

whole. 

Penny, who i have personally identified as k i n g  careful with words and  

thoughtful in her judgements, had this to Say about the health center: 

"Generally speaking ... my experience /rom rhis O f$ce has been on rhe level.. . i f  's 
been grear. I have felt supported i rhink il's imporranr rhar people ure ... d i e n  o 
person corne here.. . r hey t e  being .. . . is ackno wledged and rhis is a.. . caring place. 
The people should he sho wing. .. caring. ... " 

1 asked Penny what her thoughts were o n  the subject o f  hiring native people to 

provide care to a native population. Her response was most interesting and  gave  me a loi 

to think about. 

Penny: "I rhink narive people oughr to be hired more in adminisrration. And I 
~hink more narive people should go and ger rheir educarion. . ..So I think I would 
like to see a lor of  native people going bock IO school and gelring the jobs rhur 
are. p u  know ... rhar should be theirs. " 

Lee: "Do you rhink rhar il makes a d@ierence ro have a narive pracririoner or o 
non native pracririoner? Does ir make you feel dmrenrly? " 

Penny: "We M.. uhrnm. Ifee l . . .. / can'i.. . well. .. lin no[ sure. I feel like / wanr ro 
suy rhar um ... like I said narive people should be there and ... und the people (ha[ 



are non nafive ...  ha! are hcre ... and rhar l've ralked rwi~h. ..and ar grear deal and 
somerirnes intensefy-..are sril1 respecr/ul and ir doesn'r marrer. Aliy person con hc. 
respeciful. ..but in iheir own way. .. I rhink rhar rhe way I respect a person is by 
iistcning and by having some kind of inieracrions wirh rhern. ... Dur I rhink rhar 
when reaching ouf and ihis is whar this place is and does ... it reaches our IO our 
cornmuni y... rhar rhar peopie should address orher people in a respecrful manner. 

Mattie was more concrete in her praise o f  the heahh center when asked what her 

t houghts were. S he said: " When ljinally realized / needed someone 's help /ha[ 's when / 

came by here. And this is rhe only place where 1 could counf on for help ... and ihey act 

irnmediarely and don 'r rake rheir rime. .. ". 

When 1 asked Mattie about the native and non-native nurse issue she stated: 

"... Ir don 'r matter to me cnyrnore. In rhe pasr ir  did. You &no w, like I'd say 'whar 's 
lhar whire person doing here? She shouldn'r be rhere!' anciprohably becau.se 
rhat rhe way f used ro hear my lare husband ralk ... f've changed and if don7 
marrer IO me anymore. h s r  as long as shek qualfied and able ro do rhings 
iike. .. whar we need.. . .cause rhey 're human as we are. . . .no marrer whar type of 
person walk in fhe door ...y ou just gor ro show rhem respect for-..[ha[ person's 
nee&. Thar's jusr how l feef. Cause everybody's needî are rhe same / think" 

Josephinc was gushing when i asked her to talk about her experiences at the 

hcaI th centcr: "Now rhis is going IO be reaily urnuzing! Because I've hod norhing bu/ ... i 

mcan everything hem has been so good!" Although her experiences at the health center 

have been confined to the services of  one nurse in particular she felt that it  reflected a 

good place ovcrall. 

Gina spoke alot about her experiences with social services and a time when her 

children were placed into a foster home. Although that time specifically was dificult 

Gina spoke highly o f  the service she received at the health center. 



':. The people here treated me really good I mean, fhey were mal supporrive. 
and you know like I've said. were trying to help me get fhe counselling goirtg and 
rhe . . . big buddy thing for fhe boys ... the girls were going ro ser an art therapist on 
a r e g u h  basis. But once my son got in that fosfer home it was jut  al a dead 
srop--. we were getting more help from here (rsewultun) than him being in a 
fost er home. " 

When 1 asked Gina whether receiving services fiom a non-native compared to a 

native practi tioner made any di fference IO her, she  said simply: "no1 usuah'y. I don 'r 

rhink s a  " 1 was a bit surprised by her response because she was the woman most vocal 

about her views on racism and prejudice and the treatment that she had reccived from 

non-native people in the welfare system. 

I have thought a lot about this particular issue o f  racial or  ethnic fit. Based on 

what 1 sec at the health center 1 cannot provide blanket support for the premise that 

A boriginal people are best suited to work in Aboriginal communities. My feelings are 

that ethnicity is important only insofar as there rnay be a shared experience or  common 

understanding. An "insider's view" can function as a way o f  knowing as effectively as a 

learned dcconstruction o f  societal systems but only if the insider agrees to acknowledge 

those experiences as valid. By this 1 mean that if 1, as an Aboriginal nurse, refùse to 

acknowledge my heritage, my experience with racism and the impacts o f  colonization as  

testaments to the reality for Aboriginal people in Canada, then I am likely not a suitable 

candidate for working in the Aboriginal comrnunity. I f  1 view rny experience with these 

things as real and valid and part o f  who t am, then this shared experience will provide me 

with insight into the influences that exist in the lives o f  the people I serve. 



CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY OF FINDINCS 

1 think that in establishing the term "culturally sensitive care", o r  developing 

programs that are aimed at  specific target populations, we have created a situation where 

care givers are called upon to assess more than just their clients' physical-emotional state 

of wellbeing. i questioned myself earlier about how we as nurses/ caregivers g o  about 

addressing the history that each client a m v e s  at  our door with. What aspect of the 

individual do  we focus on and what assumptions can we make? I am unable to fully 

answer al1 my questions through my exploration here but 1 will hopefùlly bring to light 

the i rnportance o f  discussing this topic and the realization that there are many things 

embedded within the client that may not be assumed. At this stage in our country's and 

society's history we cannot make any assumptions about any of our clients regardless of 

cthnicity or culture. 1 think that it is crucial that we as health care providers enter into 

explorations of the context and milieu o f  those clients that we find ourselves serving. 

In this study, I interviewed four Cowichan women from a variety o f  experiences 

and backgrounds. It became evident early on that 1 was not going to get a defined pat 

response to my own mental queries about culturally sensitive care and in fact only 

unearthed more questions for myself as 1 went along. What 1 did find however is that 

there is a very important place for context in the formation of a client - caregiver 

relationship. This phenomenological examination o f  the individuals and their perceptions 

of their experience with the health center revealed the five themes that 1 identified earlier: 

Identity, racism, culture, society and relationships with staff. 

The issue o f  identity was important for me to explore because o f  the specific 
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nature of providing culturally sensitive c m .  One's culture is embedded in how one  

chooses to identifi thernselves- A health center for Aboriginal people implies that people 

who identifi themselves as Aboriginal would access services there. What I found was  

that there is a variety of  ways in which these four Aboriginal women choose to identiQ 

and perceive themselves. Their identity is influenced by the forces of colonialism, 

oppression, religion, family and community. Aboriginal people are not ail the same- 

This is critical to acknowledge in preparing oneself to address the health needs of 

Aboriginal clients in a culturally sensitive way. 

Racism was another major theme that emerged from the study. The hurts from 

past incidents o f  racism were evident in the interviews as were the impacts that racism 

has on a caregiver-client relationship. The women identified that they were very aware of 

racism existing around them and it had an impact on their sense of personal safety. They 

perceived that others in the larger community held racist views and this perception 

influenced how they conducted themselves or how they would make their choices. A 

health center that acknowledges the phenornenon o f  racism and strives to repair this 

inequity would logically be more appealing to someone who has endured racist 

environments. ln recognizing that the negative expenence o f  racism has affected these 

four Abonginal women, any goal of providing concrete culturally sensitive care should 

aspire to eliminate this b a ~ e r  at the very least. It was the women's belief that Tsewultun 

Health Center was not a racist place generally although there was one incident where one 

woman was unsure of her analysis of  an encounter and felt that a staff member could 

have been holding somewhat prejudiced views. 



The concept of culture was explored in order to unearth some of  the tacit 

information embedded in the term culturally sensitive care. What exactly is Our 

understanding o f  culture and what is the women's understanding o f  culture? General ly 

speaking this discussion was unsatisfactory and yielded little concrete information about 

the perceptions o f  culture specifically. It did though tell me a lot about the abstract nature 

of culture and emphasized the dilliculty in defining this concept. Al1 the women 

identified their culture in some way that related to being an Abriginai  woman, but most 

had a very difficult time in k i n g  specific. We moved from the topic to related aspects of 

behavior and then eventually discussed food- 

The abstract nature of exploring this concept speaks loudly to the need to 

carefully consider what it is you are trying to achieve when attempting to provide 

culturally sensitive care. Is it truly for the cultural specificity of Aboriginal people? Or is 

i t  to meet the needs o f  an oppressed people that have experîenced a variety o f  influences 

that render their situation disadvantaged? 

Societal systems is addressed through a discussion of  this latter question. The 

women 1 interviewed al1 identified many social and structural barriers that they perceived 

as influencing their lives. Their lack of education, their poverty or entanglernent with the 

weifare system, the influence of the residential school system and its legacies al1 ernerged 

as cornmon issues within the lives of the participants. A sense of shame existed when 

talking about the poverty endured or the perceived powerlessness o f  k i n g  on welfare. 

These barriers hinder full participation in our society by any disadvantaged individual and 

result in perpetuating the segregation o f  a specific cultural group. These barriers were 
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also the influences that most affected the daily lives of the women I intcwiewed. Basic 

needs l ike  money and shelter were a greater priority than examining cultural beliefs. The 

culture of daily living is significant in this discussion and that culture is framed by 

societal influences. 

The Iast theme highlighted the comment5 made when discussing Tsewultun 

Heat th Center direct1 y. The women identi fied contrary situations where they experienced 

discornfort when accessing health services in the larger community as well as at the 

heal th center. These negative experiences were mostl y around attitude of the caregiver, 

or the perception of a disconnection between caregiver and client. Words like, 

"condescending". "treat Iike a specimen", and "felt far away" al1 relate to the perceptions 

of the relationship dynamics occurring between the client and the caregiver at the 

moment of interaction. 

The positive comments about the stawand individual nurses were also about the 

reiationship they perceived to have at the moment of interaction. Words like "feeling 

respected/supported'', "she came and sat", "someone to talk to", and "got to know 

cveryone", were indicative of the overalt satisfaction with the service at the health center. 

GeneraIly speaking, none of the wornen interviewed felt it was critically important for 

the nurses providing care to be of Aboriginal ancestry. One woman felt that she would 

like to agree with that premise in principle but on refiection felt that respect was still the 

overriding factor in providing good care. 

The lasting impressions for the women 1 interviewed were al1 about feeling 

respected by the caregiver and knowing that they would be safe ai Tsewultun. Being able 
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to feel heard without having to explain or apologize for k i n g  Aboriginal was important. 

Knowing that they would not have to experience a racist comment or attitude based on 

their ethnicity was a relief. For the women 1 interviewed, Tsewultun was a good place to 

corne to for help and to be listened to honestly and openly and with respect. 

In my introduction of the thesis, 1 spoke about an assimilation continuum. The 

first four themes are connected directly to my usage and understanding of  this term. The 

discussion about identity and the attachment one feels towards being labelled an 

Abonginal person illustrates the complex nature of the self. Experiencing racism 

throughout a lifetime can impact the desire or choice of an individual as to whether or not 

they label oneself in such a way as to draw further criticism from the offending society. 

If in fact, ones' cultural ties are deemed to be responsible for discornfort and painhl 

mernories does that impact the continuation of those "traditional" 

beliefs/behaviorç/values? Are there tendancies to grab hold of what the dominant society 

deems as appropriate in order to rid oneself of the stigma of k i n g  a less accomplished 

individual. By the same token, are there individuals who hold on to the teachings and 

values of the traditional societics in order to combat those very same 

feelings/experiences, but in a way that keeps them closer to their roots? These questions 

illustrate my inquiry and exploration of that term. Do we as Aboriginal people exist in 

flux and fluidity, moving unconsciously and consciously on a scale of assimilation with 

the dominant society? Could we each chart a graph showing our movement on that 

cultural continuum throughout our lives depending on the way we emotionally and 

psychologically interpreted the influences on Our lives? Do two individuals who may be 
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on  different locations on that chart o r  continuum then wanant different care cuituraily 

speaking? 

irnp f icarions for Nursing 

In summary, i will refer back to a question that 1 posed in my exploration o f  the 

l i terature in Chapter 2. There 1 stated, "given that Aboriginal culture is no longer intact in 

its purist form and given that its existence has been altered and influenced by the forces 

discussed, we must ask if there is still a place in which to consider culture in the process 

of caring for Aboriginai people."(p. 27) What is the nature o f  culturally sensitive care? 

1 f a caregiver subscribes only to a set o f  static characteristics that have been written in an 

academic journal to illustrate what Aboriginal culture in Canada looks îike. then indeed 

there is no place for culture in this caregiving transaction. If a caregiver understands and 

acknowledges the forces o f  colonization and oppression that have irrevocabl y infiuenced 

the Aboriginal pcoples in North America, and understands that Aboriginai people have 

undergone tremendous change and transition and d o  not exist in a vacuum. then there is a 

place for cultural clarificatiodsensitivity in a caregiving transaction. Recognizing the 

existence of a so calted assimilation continuum as a way of initiating an understanding of  

the influences on culture is an important jumping off point. 

According to the experiences o f  these four women, culturally sensitive care 

incorporates an understanding of  the forces that shape identity and an individual's choice 

io express that, t he  meaning of real racism and its impact on the individual experience. 

the nature o f  culture and the difference between a culture of  daily living and the 
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ceremonial or  cultural rituals that may or may not be present in an individual's life and 

the impact of societal pressures. 1 have concluded that the important part o f  providing 

care to these Abonginal women includes an overriding and sincere effort to understand 

the context from which these women originate. It is critical that recognition be given IO 

the broad historia1 factors that have influenced the individual's life and personal 

development, as well as the structural and societal influences and barriers that frarne their 

current existence. Respect as an underlying principle, although undefined in this study, is 

held in high esteem by the wornen. Connection on a deeper level where trust can be 

developed with the caregiver is also decisive in detennining what a positive interaction is. 

Although 1 have explored a broad range of subject matter in this paper, there is 

sti 11 much work to be done. 1 have identified several influences on the caring interaction 

but more needs to be done on the extent o f  that influence. Continuation in defining the 

meaning of culture for Abonginal women is an important link to further cultural program 

deveiopment as is the issue of  identity and its impact on  health seeking behaviors. It is in 

the bcst intcrests o f  both our clients and Our professional body o f  nurses to pursue this 

area of study for improved competency in cultural relations with Aboriginal 



Culturally Sensitive 

Ouch! that hurts 
I 'm sensitive there. 
don't touch me too hard, 
or give me a stare. 

1s it politically correct 
to look me right in the eye? 

Or nod conspiratorially as another Indian walks by? 

1 just cannot pretend 
To know what this al1 means 
1s it helpfiil or hatehl or  caught in between, 

the belief that we warriors just mn with the wind, 
and carry our battles in bottles of gin, or of whiskey, or  sin, or whatever 

the church does decry? 

The past is the p s t ,  and what's gone on has left 
it 's mark on our genes 
to the emotional berefi 
of our young who stir restless 
in breathless await 
for the human revolution that will 
free h e m  of hate and of bondage of labels 
so succinctly applied. 

So please greet me and treat me 
as one of the race, 
in the culture of al1 but acknowledging my place 
and the history that's behind me 
and the future that's before me 
and be culturally sensitive, 
but please,. . . to my face! 
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Appendix A: Research Notice 

A RESEARCH STUDY: 

CULTURALLY SENSITIVE CARE 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR YOU? 

THE GOAL OF THE RESEARCH IS TO UNDERSTAND WHAT IS THE TRUE 
AND LIVING EXPERIENCE OF ABORIGINAL WOMEN WHO SEEK 
HEALTH CARE SERVICES FROM AGENCES THAT HAVE BEEN 
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY T O  MEET THE NEEDS OF ABORIGINAL 
PEOPLE. 

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO SHARE YOUR 
EXPERIENCE? 

1 WOULD BE VERY INTERESTED IN TALEUNG WITH YOU. 1 WILL BE 
INTERVIEWING WOMEN FOR AT LEAST 3 ONE HOUR SESSIONS. 
INTERVIEWS WILL BE AT LEAST A WEEK APART AND AT TIMES 
CONVENIENT FOR THE PARTICIPANT. 

MY NAME IS LEANNE KELLY. YOU CAN REACH MIE AT TSEWULTUN 
HEALTH CENTER 746-6 184 OR AT MY HOME lN LADYSMITH 245-83 1 1 .  

ALL INTERVIEW WILL BE CONFIDENTIAL AND YOU MAY WITHDRAW 
FROM THE STUDY AT ANY TIME. 1 LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING 
FROM YOU. 

T W K  YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST 



Appendix B: Letter o f  Consent 

1 hereby give consent for rny participation in the study entitled: Culturailv sensitive care: 

What does it mean for vou? 

i understand that the person responsible for this study is Leanne Kelly, graduate student at 

the University of Victoria. (telephone number 746-6 184 or  245-83 1 1 )  1 understand that her 

faculty supervisor is Anita Molzahn, Dean o f  the Faculty o f  Hurnan and Social Development. 

(telephone number 72 1-8050) 

teanne Kelly has explained to me that this study has the following objective: to 

understand how aboriginal women are experiencing the health care services that have been 

desiçned and targeted specificaliy for the aboriginal population. [t is hoped that the findings of 

the study will develop knowledge and understanding o f  the true living experience o f  actual 

women This information will be for health care workers seeking to provide better care for 

aboriginal individuals 

Leanne Kelly has explained to me that i will be interviewed at ieast three times and that 

al1 interviews will be  taped. She has also expfained to me how my information will remain 

confidential. All interviews will be tape recorded and tapes coded by number. They wiil be held 

in a locked cabinet until the data analysis is complete, not for a penod to exceed three years at 

which point they will be destroyed. Ali written recording and transcripts will be kept in a locked 

cabinet and kept for seven years afier completion o f  the project. Ficticious names will be used in 

the transcribed text and in discussions between Leanne and her supervisor. Only the researcher 

and supervisor will have access to the tapes. 

1 am also aware that although every effort will be made to maintain confidentiality Leanne 
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Kelly has explained to me several situations where that confidentiaiity will be broken They are-  If 

1 disciose situations that indicate current suicida1 tendancies, recent incidents of child abuse, 

severe depression requiring immediate attention. o r  illegal activity which may result in injury to 

myself o r  ot hers 

My participation is totally voluntary. 1 can withdraw at  any time, without explanation and 

in doing so  1 know that any fùrther care o r  services that I may receive from the health center will 

not be affected in any way and 1 wiil not experience negative consequences of  any kind. If 1 

choose to withdraw I can take rny interview data collected up t o  that point, with me. 1 have the 

right to r e h s e  t o  answer any o f  the questions I do not wish t o  answer. If I have any question 

about the study 1 can ask either Leanne Kelly either in person or by phone (245-83 1 1 o r  746- 

6 184) o r  her supervisor Anita Molzahn (72 1-8050) 

My sisnature indicates that 1 am wiiling to particpate having read the above 

DATE 



Appendix C: Interview Questions 

1 Tell me about who you are? 

2 Can you tell me about who you are as an abonginal woman? 

3 Tell me about your culture. 

4 How do you feel about being Aboriginal in the world as it is today? (as opposed to what we 
think we know about a hundred years ago) 

5 How do you feel about yourself3 

6 How do you feel about your health? (spintual, emotional, mental,) 

7 Tell me what you do when you want to seek some health care services. 

8 How easy/difficult is it for you to get what you need? (health wise) 

9 Have you ever had a memorable experience when you have gone to seek out health care. either 
positive or negative? 

10 What was it about the expenence that made it that way?' 

1 1 Have you ever çone to Tsewultun Health center or to the Friendship Center for services for 
anyt hi1197 

12 Tell me about your decision to go there. Why go there? 

13 How is the service that you set there any different for you than anywhere else that you may 
have been7 Or is it the same7 

14 How important is it for you to feel cornfortable when seeking services? Tell me about what 
comfort nieans for you. 

15 How important is it for you that your aboriginal roots be acknowledged? 

16 Tell me about your experience of interacting with the workers at Tsewultun or the 
Friendship center. 

17. Do you think culture is an important part of your visits with the Tsewultun/Friendship center 
stafF 

18. Have you ever experienced a time when you felt your culture was being ignored or perceived 



in a negative way? (at any health agency) 




